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A BSTRA CT

K I N E M A T I C S Y N T H E S IS O F D E P L O Y A B L E -F O L D A B L E
T R U S S S T R U C T U R E S U S IN G G R A P H T H E O R Y

D irk B . W a r n a a r
O ld D o m in io n U n iv e rs ity
D ire c to r: D r. M e n g -S a n g C h e w

A graph theoretic approach is applied to the conceptual design of deployable
truss structures. The characteristics th a t relate to th e inter-connectivity of th e ele
m ents of a deployable truss structure can be captured in a schematic representation,
called a graph. A procedure is presented th a t enables the exhaustive generation of
these graphs for structures of any given number of nodes ar.d links and which are
foldable onto a plane or onto a line.
A special type of truss structures, called truss modules, is presented. Graphs
of this class of structures form a subset of the graphs of truss structures. Two
procedures are presented th a t are applied to recognize these graphs among graphs
of truss structures. The procedures also generate inform ation on th e relative lengths
of the links in a truss module by examining the graph it represents. This enables
the generation of numerous novel (deployable) truss modules as well as those th a t
have been reported in the literature.
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A procedure is presented for th e generation of all possible folded configurations
of deployable truss structures. By applying this procedure to deployable truss mod
ules, truss modules are identified th a t exhibit special geometrical properties which
allow the module to fold using fewer joints th an dictated in the initial phase of the
conceptual design process. Using an alternate definition of graphs, procedures are
presented for the specification of th e joint types and joint inter-connectivity th a t ac
commodates the folding an d /o r deployment of a deployable truss structure. These
procedures are applied to generate all possible joint assignments for deployable truss
modules.
Procedures for the conceptual design of deployable truss structures result in
the generation of innumerable design concepts. An expert system is developed to
aid the designer of deployable tru ss structures in the evaluation of such designs.
Incorporated in this expert system are selection criteria th a t are developed to assist
a designer in selecting the best candidates for any given application. Employing this
approach, many promising novel designs, as well as those th a t have been reported
in the literature, are identified.
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CHAPTER 1

I N T R O D U C T IO N

1.1 M o tiv a tio n
A deployable structure distinguishes itself from other types of structures in
th a t it can be folded into or deployed from a very com pact package to facilitate its
transportation. Structures of this type are commonly used in applications ranging
from baby carriages and tie racks to exhibition poster boards and solar energy
panels. Deployable truss structures for space applications have received tremendous
attention because storage space on the space shuttle or any other type of rocket
booster is a prem ium [1].
The necessity to store a truss stru ctu re in a compact form has led to many
creative designs of deployable truss structures. In some previous work [1-15], such
designs have been introduced and discussed from the viewpoint of their usefulness
and performance. However, the experience and intuitive abilities th a t led to the
generation of these previous designs are not generally available or discussed. Hence,
to date, designs of deployable structures have only been created by trial and error.
The disadvantages of this approach is th a t a considerable demand in time and effort
is placed on the designer and th a t this effort has to be repeated for each new design.
Furthermore, despite the effort involved in this approach, there is no guarantee th at
the best design is found. Thus, a need exists for a systematic design procedure th at
does not have these shortcomings.
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The first attem pts to advance the understanding of deployable truss structures
have been m ade by Stoll [16] and Gvamitchava [17], who independently developed
system atic design procedures for this type of structures. However, their procedures
have very limited capabilities and are im practical for use on spatial deployable
structures. Also, little attention has been given to enhancing the procedures so as
to minimize the need for hum an judgem ent. The objective of the research reported
in the following chapters, is to advance the understanding of the design process of
(spatial) deployable truss structures through the development of systematic design
procedures for the generation of all conceptual design of this type of structures.
To allow an in-depth investigation of deployable truss structures, this research
concentrates on an im portant class of truss structures, called truss modules. Mod
ules are the commonly used building blocks of large truss structures such as domes,
booms and space-based platforms (see Fig. 1.1). Hence, large deployable truss
structures can be formed by combining a large num ber of deployable truss modules.
It should be pointed out th a t, in such applications, most truss modules have special
properties in addition to those of truss structures, such as the presence of an inter
face to an adjacent module. However, not all truss structures have these additional
properties. Truss modules may therefore be considered a subset of truss structures.
As an example, shows two truss structures of which only the truss structure shown
in Fig. 1.2b belongs to th e set of truss modules since this second structure may be
used as a building block for larger structures.
1.2 C o n c e p tu a l D e sig n o f D e p lo y a b le -F o ld a b le T ru ss S tr u c tu r e s
The development of techniques for the conceptual design of new mechanisms
has received considerable interest in the past two decades. Much literature can be
found th a t relates to the kinem atic structure (i.e. the kinematic composition) of
mechanisms and their enumeration w ith the aid of graph theory [18-26]. These
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(a) A truss structure

(b) A truss structure that is
also a truss module

F-ig.,1.2 Illustration of truss modules being a subset of truss structures
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techniques are commonly referred to as kinem atic structural synthesis. Appli
cations have extended the basic techniques to aid the designer in arriving at new
mechanisms ranging from shaft couplings and gear trains to robot arms and window
mechanisms.
A cursory exam ination would show th a t m ost deployable truss structures are,
in essence, mechanisms during the deployment and retraction phases. For this rea
son, the kinematic structural synthesis technique seems suitable for application into
this new arena. However this technique, as it is presently applied to mechanisms,
has the drawback th a t tremendous resources are required for enumeration and eval
uation of mechanisms w ith ten or more links as a result of the extremely large
num ber of possible combinations in the topological inter-connectivity of the links.
This lim itation is severe when the technique is applied directly to deployable truss
structures since even the most basic cell of a spatial structure contains twelve or
more links. T h at, in combination w ith different types of joints th a t connect the
various links together, results in a problem quite unmanageable even w ith current
com putational resources. Thus, a modification of the kinematic structural synthe
sis technique is needed before it can be applied to deployable truss structures. The
modified technique, based on a structures perspective, will be presented in Chapter
2.

Application of the techniques presented in C hapter 2 results in the generation
of abstract representations, called graphs, each revealing the connectivity of a de
ployable truss structure. However, the m ajority of these graphs represent the same
inter-connectivity of the elements and therefore represent the same deployable truss
structure. To avoid unnecessary com putation in subsequent steps of the conceptual
design process, graphs representing the same inter-connectivity must be eliminated.
These so called isomorphic graphs can be detected by exploring all possible renum
bering sequences of the vertices of a graph until one is found which transforms this
graph into a previously identified graph. Although this procedure is accurate, it is
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very inefficient. Applications of graphs in mechanisms design [11-19] often involve a
large num ber of checks for isomorphism. For this reason, much effort has been made
in an attem p t to develop efficient procedures for isomorphism detection [19,33-39].
However, to date, the available techniques have proven to be either inadequate in
detecting all non-isomorphic graphs [19,38] or are only efficient for certain types of
graphs [34,36] or graphs of limited size [33,35,37,39]. Therefore a need exists for
an efficient procedure th a t finds conclusive evidence for isomorphism for any size
graphs, in particular for graphs of large sizes, such as those for deployable truss
structures. C hapter 3 introduces such a procedure.
In C hapter 4 the conceptual design process for deployable truss structures,
initiated in C hapter 2, is further refined for truss modules by making use of the
additional properties of this class of truss structures. These properties make it
possible not only to identify graphs of truss modules, b u t also to generate d ata on
the relative lengths of the links of a truss module by investigating the topology of
its graph. This is a surprising development because it is generally accepted th a t
graphs do not yield information on the relative dimensions of the physical systems
they represent. Given this information, it is then also possible to construct a threedimensional model of the corresponding truss module.
The relative lengths of the links in a deployable truss stru ctu re are very im
p ortant and directly impact the deployed and folded configurations as well as the
joints th a t can be used to enable the transition between th e two configurations.
Special dimensions for the links of a deployable truss structure may therefore result
in deployed and folded configurations th a t have very desirable characteristics (such
as a repetitive geometry and efficient packaging) and which may also allow a transi
tion between the two configurations w ith fewer joints used a n d /o r joints providing
fewer degrees of freedom. In order to determ ine w hether a deployable truss struc
tu re has favorable packaging a n d /o r joint characteristics it is necessary to generate
its deployed configuration and all its folded derivatives. The objective of Chapter
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5 is to accommodate this evaluation through generating all folded configurations
of a deployable truss structure of which the deployed configuration or th e relative
lengths of its links are known.
During the transition between the folded and the deployed configuration, a
deployable truss structure behaves like a mechanism. A frequently used medium
for representing the kinematic structure of a mechanism is a graph. This approach,
which was first introduced by Freudenstein and Dobrjanskyj [18], has opened the
door to a wide variety of applications of graph theory in areas such as the enu
m eration of mechanisms [23,26]; the generation of mechanisms [19,25,26]; and the
analysis of mechanisms [20-22,24]. The complexity of spatial mechanisms, due to
the availabilty of a wide variety of spatial joints perm itting one or more degrees of
freedom and the complexity of spatial trajectories, have limited most of th e appli
cations of graphs to planax mechanisms. However, it will be shown in C hapter 6
th a t graphs can also be instrum ental in specifying joint types of (spatial) deployable
truss structures.
1.3 D e sig n S e le c tio n
Chapters 2-6 give a complete description of procedures for the conceptual de
sign of deployable truss structures th a t can be used as building blocks of much
larger deployable truss structures. These techniques lead to the creation of an enor
mous number of conceptual designs. Although the availability of a large num ber of
alternative designs is generally considered an asset, a designer is only interested in
at most a handful of designs th a t will best serve the application at hand. Selecting
such a small set of promising designs from among a large number of designs can
be cumbersome, since it involves the evaluation and comparison of each available
design.
A designer can be relieved from the burden of design selection by autom ating
the selection process. Recent developments in mechanism design [27-31] suggest
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th a t this can best be achieved by using com puter programs th a t are referred to as
expert system s. The flexible architecture of expert systems allows a designer to
easily implement and alter a set of criteria used in the design selection. This has
the advantage th a t the designer can concentrate on defining these criteria and leave
the design selection to the expert system.
The formulation of an expert system for the selection of designs of deployable
truss structures is severely complicated by the fact th a t little attention has been
given in the literature to considerations th a t have led to the development of exist
ing designs of deployable truss structures. Hence, criteria for the evaluation and
comparison of novel designs of deployable truss modules (e.g. the designs generated
by procedures introduced in Chapters 2-6) are not readily available. The objective
of C hapter 7 is to discuss criteria for the selection of conceptual designs and to
implement them in an expert system for the design selection of deployable truss
structures. Included in th e discussion are examples of the application of the expert
system in the selection of a truss module th a t is to be used as a building block of
a much larger truss structure.

The following chapter discusses the first step in the conceptual design process
for deployable truss structures : the generation of graphs of deployable-foldable
truss structures.
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CHAPTER 2

G E N E R A T IO N O F G R A P H S O F D E P L O Y A B L E -F O L D A B L E
TRU SS ST R U C TU R ES

2.1 O u tlin e

In the next section, definitions of a truss structure an d its graph will be pre
sented. These definitions will be used to establish relationships between the charac
teristics of a physical structure and the characteristics of its graphical representa
tion. A subsequent section covers a similar discussion, b u t concentrates on deploy
able truss structures. A comparison will then be made between the characteristics
of truss structures and deployable truss structures.
From the development of the following two sections (2.2 and 2.3) two proce
dures will be presented for the systematic design of deployable structures. The
first procedure generates all graphs of truss structures th a t contain a given num
ber of nodes and links. The second procedure derives all th e graphs of deployable
structures by operating on each graph produced by the first procedure. A detailed
discussion of the procedures will be provided in Sections 2.4 and 2.5 respectively.
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2.2 G r a p h P r o p e r tie s o f T ru ss S tr u c tu r e s
2.2.1 D e fin itio n
Figure 2.1a shows a six node spatial truss structure. The g raph of this structure
shown in Fig.

2 .1 b,

has six vertices and twelve edges. The vertices in the graph

correspond to the nodes of the structure and the edges to its links. A graph can be
represented by an adjacency m atrix [32], which has the property th a t when element
aij is non-zero, vertices i and j are inter-connected. This property implies th at
the adjacency m atrix is symmetric. The number of non-zero entries in column (or
row) i of the m atrix is equivalent to the number of edges incident to vertex i. This
number is called the degree of vertex i. It is noted th a t the graph merely contains
information on the connectivity of the nodes and does not contain any information
on the length of the links nor on the locations of the nodes.
2.2.2 P r o p e r tie s o f T ru ss S tr u c tu r e s
For th e purpose of identifying the characteristics of truss structures it is neces
sary to establish a definition for the term truss structure. The following definition
has been adopted for the purposes of this investigation:
A truss structure is a collection of nodes and links, where th e links form the
connections between the nodes such th a t the distances between the nodes can
not be changed w ithout deformation of the links.
This definition leads to the conclusion th a t a truss structure can be viewed as
a mechanism th a t is completely constrained. Although the definition is also valid
when a subset of the links are cables, links will be regarded as elements th a t can
carry b o th tension and compression. The following observations can then be made
on the characteristics of spatial truss structures :
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Fig. 2.1a. A six node truss structure

Fig. 2.1b. Graph of the structure
m Fig. 2.1a
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1. The translation of a node can only be restricted by employing a m inim um of
three links, one for each direction of translation.
2. W hen two nodes of degree three are adjacent to each other, then only five of
the six links are available to restrict the translation of both nodes w ith respect
to the remaining structure. This situation should be avoided. However, an
exception exists for th e smallest possible spatial truss structure (i.e. a structure
w ith four nodes).
3. There is at least one loop wherein the number of links is equal to the number
of nodes. In such a loop each node is visited exactly once in traversing th at
loop. Using the fact th a t each node is connected to at least three nodes, it can
be proven th a t such a loop always exists.
4. The num ber of nodes n and links I in a structure m ust satisfy the inequality
/ > 3ra — 6 . This relation is found by requiring th a t a t least three links are
incident to each node in the structure and allowing the to tal structure to have
six rigid-body degrees-of-freedom.
5. A special case exists when I = 3 n —6 . Such a structure is statically determ inate.
The nodes of this type of structure are completely constrained by a minimum
num ber of links. Any additional link leads to an over-constrained structure.
Implicit in the observations on the characteristics of truss structures, presented
above, is the assum ption th a t necessary and sufficient num ber of degrees-of-freedom
at the joints have been specified so th a t statical determinacy is not due to insuf
ficient degrees-of-freedom at the joints. The five observations can be translated
into a corresponding num ber of properties of graphs of spatial truss structures. A
sum m ary of these properties is presented in Table 2.1. Similar observations can be
made regarding planar and linear truss structures. The graph properties of these
types of structure are also provided in this table.
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1 The degree of each vertex in the graph is a t least equal to the dimension
param eter a.
2 The graph contains no vertex of degree a th a t is adjacent to another vertex of
degree a , unless the total graph contains exactly a +

1

vertices.

3 The graph has a t least one loop consisting of a num ber of edges equal to the
num ber of vertices, such th at each vertex is visited once.
4 The num ber of vertices v and edges e in the graph m ust satisfy : e > av — /?,
where (3 is the freedom param eter.
5 The graph of a statically determ inate stru ctu re satisfies the relation : e =
a v — /?.
For spatial structures : a = 3, j3 = 6; planar structures : a = 2 , /? = 3; linear
structures : a = 1, f3 = 1.
Table 2.1, Summary of properties of graphs of truss structures.
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2.3 G ra p h P r o p e r tie s o f D e p lo y a b le T ru ss S tr u c tu r e s
2.3.1 D e fin itio n
Figure 2.2a shows a six node deployable spatial truss structure. Note th a t this
structure differs from the structure of Fig. 2.1a only by the three additional nodes
th a t are located along three of the five vertical links. The graph of this structure,
Fig. 2.2b, has six vertices and twelve edges, similar to the graph of the structure
of Fig.

2 . 1 a,

but w ith the difference th a t three edges of the graph in Fig.

2 .2 b

are drawn as dashed lines. These lines are used to indicate th at the particular
edge represents a set of two edges and one vertex, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. The
combination of edges in Fig. 2.3a perm its the vertices A and C (the end points,
or nodes, of the combination) to fold towards each other. It can be noted th a t the
two edges have the unique property th a t they are incident to one vertex th a t is
adjacent to these two edges only. By this definition, the dashed lines in Fig.

2 .2 b

represent the links of the structure in Fig. 2.2a th a t contain an additional node th at
represents a joint with the necessary and sufficient degrees of freedom for folding.
In general, dashed lines will be used to indicate links th a t have the property th at
the distance between its end points is variable. This concept will be discussed in
greater detail in the next section.
2.3.2 P r o p e r tie s o f D e p lo y ab le T ru s s S tr u c tu r e s
A deployable truss structure may be defined as follows :
A deployable truss structure is a truss structure in which additional degreesof-freedom can be activated so th a t it can be folded to a configuration of lower
dimension.
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Fig. 2.2a. A six node deployable truss
structure.

Fig. 2.2b . Graph of the structure
in Fig. 2.2a.

Fia. 2.3a Combination of two edges that are
incident to a vertex of degree two

Fia. 2.3b Graph equivalent presentation of the
combination of edges shown in Fig. 2.3a
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The definition implies th a t a truss structure is deployable when it can be
changed into a mechanism. In general, this change takes place by removing obstruc
tions from particular joints, thus activating additional degrees-of-freedom. Exam
ples are : removing the lock-ups, activating a m otor of a screw joint or buckling of
certain members w ithin th e structure. Removing an obstruction only changes the
length of a link th a t contains this obstruction. In this process, this link is changed
such th a t the distance between the end points of this link is variable. At this stage
of th e conceptual design process it will be assumed th a t there is no lim itation to
the change in length of th e member. Since this type of member enables the tra n 
sition (folding or deploying) of the structure it shall be referred to as a transition
link. It is emphasized th a t a transition link does not p u t a constraint on the folded
configuration of a structure since its length, measured from end point to end point,
is variable. Thus, the folded configuration is determined only by the links th a t are
of fixed length.
A deployable stru ctu re in its folded configuration should always occupy less
volume th an in its deployed state. This is to imply th a t a spatial truss structure is
either foldable onto a plane or onto a line, while a planar structure is foldable onto
a line. The transition of the structure from either a spatial or planar structure to
a planar or linear structure m ust be continuous. This means th a t the structure, in
its transition phase, is not prevented from reaching the fully folded configuration.
O bstructions can occur due to collision of links or when a situation is reached where
the mechanism is over-constrained (i.e. at bifurcation or branch points). The colli
sion of links can be avoided by a proper choice of joint types and joint orientations.
The second situation can be avoided by requiring th a t the folded configuration not
be over-constrained, which can be satisfied by selecting the appropriate num ber and
location of transition links.
The minimum num ber of transition links, required to enable folding of the
structure, is equal to the to tal num ber of links in the structure minus the maximum
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num ber of links of fixed length th a t can be present in the folded configuration. This
m axim um num ber is equivalent to the minimum num ber of links required to form a
planar structure, when the mechanism is folded onto a plane; or a linear structure,
when th e mechanism is folded onto a line, since any additional link results in an
over-constrained configuration. As an example, consider the spatial truss structure
shown in Fig. 2.4a. This structure has four nodes and six links. To form a planar
stru ctu re of four nodes a minimum of five links is needed, as shown in Fig. 2.4b.
Since this number is equal to the m axim um num ber of links of fixed length th a t can
be present in the folded configuration, the structure of Fig. 2.4a m ust have at least
6

— 5 = 1 transition links to be able to fold onto a plane. This can be verified by

selecting any of the links in this structure as transition link. An example is shown in
Fig. 2.4c (with the dashed lines indicating the transition link). It is noted th a t it is
also possible to have more then one transition link in the structure of Fig. 2.4a. A
deployable structure resulting from an arbitrary selection of two links as transition
links is illustrated in Fig. 2.4d.
T he previous discussion can be summarized as follows :
1. Transition links are links of variable length and therefore do not constrain the
folded configuration.
2. A mechanism cannot become completely folded when the folded configuration
is over-constrained.
3. T he minimum num ber of transition links is determ ined by the maximum num
b er of links of fixed length th a t can be present in the folded configuration.
4. T he number of fixed length links in th e folded configuration is a maximum
when these links form a planar statically determ inate structure (/ = 2n —3),
when the mechanism is folded onto a plane; or a linear statically determ inate
structure (I = n — 1 ), when the mechanism is folded onto a line.
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(a) A four-node spatial truss structure

(c) A four-node deployable truss structure
that s foldable onto a plane and has a
minimum number of transition links

(b) A four-node planar truss structure

(d) A four-node deployable truss
structure with two transition
links

Fig. 2.4 Illustration of the selection of transition links in a truss structure
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5. A structure is also foldable when it has transition links in addition to those
th a t are required to satisfy the previous statem ent.
These five observations can be translated into a corresponding num ber of prop
erties of graphs of foldable truss structures. Table 2.2 summarizes these properties
necessary for folding onto a plane as well as onto a line. At this point, the proper
ties of graphs of truss structures, as well as of graphs of deployable truss structures,
have been presented. In the following two sections a discussion will be presented
on th e generation of graphs for each of these two categories of truss structures.

2.4 G e n e ra tio n o f G ra p h s o f T ru s s S tr u c tu r e s

A graph of a truss structure containing v nodes and e links can be obtained
by choosing an appropriate set of e connections from among a maximum number
of v(v — l) / 2 connections between the nodes. T he choice of connections can be
narrowed down. One of the properties of truss structures is the presence of a loop
consisting of all nodes in the structure. Since node num bering is arbitrary, it can
be assumed th a t Node

1

is connected to Node 2, 2 to 3, and so on, until the loop

is closed by connecting the last node to the first. This has the advantage th a t only
e —v of the remaining v{v — 3)/2 possible connections need to be selected.
In th e following algorithm, connections between nodes of a truss structure are
selected by picking arbitrary locations for non-zero entries in the adjacency m atrix.
The resulting graph is then checked to determine w hether the graph possesses all
the properties required for graphs of truss structures, as previously discussed in
Section

2 .2

.

This procedure has been enhanced to minimize the effort involved in the de
tection of non-unique graphs. These, so called, isomorphic graphs are characterized
by being identical to other graphs after renum bering their vertices. However, two
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1

The to tal num ber of edges e, the num ber of regular edges e f (edges representing
links of fixed length) and the number of transition edges et (edges representing
links of variable length) are related as e = ey + e t.

2 e j < 'yn — r , where

7

is the stowing param eter and r is th e reduced freedom

param eter.
3

(&t)min = 6

4 If e< =

(c/)m ax

and e / = (ef ) max then, after elim inating the transition edges,

the remaining graph satisfies the requirem ents as listed in Table 1 for a =

7

and ft — r.
5 If e< > (e t)mjn then a number of transition edges can be changed to regular
edges such th a t property (4) is satisfied.
For folding onto a plane :

7

= 2, r = 3; folding onto a line :

7

= 1, r = 1.

Table 2.2, Summary of properties for graphs of deployable truss structures.
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vertices of two separate graphs can only be given identical numbers when they are
of the same degree. This implies th a t two graphs can only be isomorphic when they
have identical arrangem ent of degree numbers

(the num ber of vertices of degree

k, where k ranges from the dimension param eter a to the num ber of vertices v in
the graph). The following algorithm employs this characteristic by generating all
graphs corresponding to a p articular arrangem ent of degree numbers rajt before pro
ceeding w ith th e generation of all graphs corresponding to another arrangem ent.
This has th e advantage th a t isomorphism detection only need to be carried out
for graphs th a t are based on the same arrangem ent. A detailed discussion on the
detection of isomorphic graphs is presented in C hapter 3.
2.4.1 A lg o r ith m A
1 Select dimension param eter a (a = 3 for spatial structures , a = 2 for pla
n ar structures, a =

1

for linear structures) and determ ine the corresponding

freedom param eter /?(/? =

6

, 3 or 1, for a = 3, 2 or 1, respectively).

2 Select the number of nodes v and links e in the structure, such th a t e > a v —(3.
3 Based on the selections m ade in Steps 1 and 2 , obtain an arrangem ent of degree
num bers n* th a t satisfies :
v—1
knk =
k= a

2e

and

v—X
rat = v

(1 )

k= a

If all arrangem ents have been investigated, then term inate the procedure.
4 Fill in the elements of the adjacency m atrix th a t are associated w ith the loop
in the graph containing v vertices and v edges. Since th e numbering of the
nodes is arbitrary, it can be assumed th a t the nodes can be numbered such
th a t Node 1 is connected to Node 2, 2 to 3, etc. until the loop is closed by
connecting Node v to Node 1.
5 Pick e — v of the available v(v — 3)/2 locations in the upper triangle of the
adjacency m atrix. If all combinations have been investigated then go to Step
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3. Make th e adjacency m atrix symmetric by reflecting the upper triangle about
the diagonal.
6

If the degree numbers

of th e graph resulting from Step 5 do not correspond

with the arrangem ent picked in Step 3, then pick another combination in Step
5.
7 If the graph has more than a + 1 vertices and the graph contains a vertex of
degree a th a t is adjacent to another vertex of degree a, th en go to Step 4.
8

Accept th e graph, go to Step 4.

2.4.2 E x a m p le
The following example explains th e generation of all graphs of truss structures
containing six nodes and twelve links. The example follows the algorithm in stepby-step form at.
1, 2 Select a = 3, v =

6

and e = 12. It is noted th a t, although the selection of v

and e corresponds to statically determ inate structures, this has no im pact on
the generality of this example.
3 Based on the selection in Steps 1 and 2, the degree numbers have to satisfy
the equalities 2n 5 +
to

«4

=

6

714

=

6

and n 5 -)-ra4 +

=

6.

Choose n 5 = 0, which leads

and n 3 = 0. This means th a t all graphs following the selection of

n 5 — 0 m ust have six vertices of degree four.
4 The loop in the graph is associated w ith the non-zero positions in the adjacency
m atrix shown in Fig. 2.5a.
5 Now, six out of the nine available positions in the upper triangle of th e adja
cency m atrix have to be filled w ith ones. The first choice could result in the
adjacency m atrix displayed in Fig. 2.5b (the added ones are indicated with
circles).
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0 1
10
0 1
0 0
0 0
1 0

0
1
0
1
0
0

0 0 1
0 0 0
10 0
0 10
1 0 1
0 1 0

0
G )l 0 1
G© 1 0
G0 0 1
1© 0 0

0
I
o
1

1
0

1 1 1 0
0 10 1
1 0 11
0 10 1
1 1 1 0
1 0 11

1
1
0
1
1
0

(a)

0
U

(b)

0 1 QO ©1
10 1 0 0 ©
O l 0 1 ©0
0 0 1 0 1 ©
© 0 0 1 o 1
1© 0© 1 0

0
1
1
1
0
1

(d)

(C)
Fig. 2.5 Adjacency matrices
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6

The adjacency m atrix of this graph does not correspond to the arrangement
determ ined in Step 3, thus the graph is rejected. Successive operations of Steps
4 and 5 lead to th e graph of which the adjacency m atrix is displayed in Fig.
2.5c (the circles indicate ones th a t are added in step 5).

7.8 The graph defined in Fig. 2.5c proves to be acceptable in Step 7, which results
in the acceptance of the graph.
7.8 After successive operations of Step 4-7, the graph presented in Fig. 2.5d is
encountered. Note th a t the vertices of this graph can be renumbered such th at
the graph has the same appearance as the graph found previously (Check :
renum ber th e vertices 1 through

6

as 1, 3, 5, 6 , 4, 2).

3 After all possible combinations of non-zero entries in the adjacency m atrix have
been investigated in successive operations of Steps 4-8 (resulting in additional
graphs), th e algorithm resumes with Step 3. Now, choose n 5 = 1, which leads
to

«4

= 4 and nz = 1. The algorithm proceeds as discussed above until all

arrangem ents produced in Step 3 are investigated and the algorithm term inates.
Figure 2.6 displays all graphs of truss structures containing six nodes and twelve
links.
In this section an algorithm has been presented for the generation of all graphs
of truss structures given the num ber of nodes and links in the structure. It will be
shown in th e next section th a t, for each of these graphs, it is possible to obtain a
set of graphs of deployable truss structures.

2.5 G e n e r a tio n o f G ra p h s o f D e p lo y a b le T ru s s S tr u c tu r e s

As discussed in Section 2.3, a truss structure can be transform ed into a de
ployable truss structure by designating some of its links as transition links. The
equivalent operation for a graph is to choose some of the edges of the graph of a
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truss structure as edges th a t represent transition links by displaying them as dashed
lines. This choice is no t arbitrary but is confined by th e requirements set forth in
Table

2 .2

, which summarizes the necessary properties for folding onto a plane and

onto a line.
Algorithm B, presented in the following subsection, generates all the deployable
truss structures given th e number of nodes, total num ber of links and th e number
of transition links in th e structure. This is achieved by first selecting a minimum
num ber of edges as transition links so th a t Requirement 4 of Table 2.2 is satisfied,
i.e. after the transition links are removed, the graph of the remaining connectivity
resembles th a t of a planar structure when the original structure is folded onto a
plane or a linear structure, when the original structure is folded onto a line. Based
on this requirem ent, th e minimum number of transition edges is given by:
(et)min = e + 7 (2 - w) - 1

where the stowing param eter

7

(2 )

is 2 when the structure is folded onto a plane and

7

is

1 when it is folded onto a line. W hen the conditions of Table 2.2 have been satisfied,
the remaining edges representing transition links can then be selected arbitrarily
from the edges th a t have not yet been so designated.
2 .5 .1 A lg o r i t h m B

1 Select th e num ber of nodes v and links e for the structure.
2 Select the stowing param eter
7

=

2

7

(7

= 1 : structures are folded onto a line;

: structures are folded onto a plane) and determine th e reduced-freedom

param eter r ( r = 3 or 1 for

7

= 2 or 1 respectively).

3 Determine the m inimum number of transition links (e<)TOln using th e relation :

(.&t)min =

® "t" 7 ( 2

u)

1

4 Select the desired num ber of transition links such th a t et > (et)m,„.
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5 G enerate all graphs w ith v vertices and e edges using Algorithm A (Section
2.4.1).
6

Pick a graph th a t has been generated in Step 5. If all graphs have been picked,
term inate th e execution of this algorithm.

7 Pick (et) min of the e edges in the graph and designate them to be transition
links. If all combinations have been picked retu rn to Step 6 , otherwise proceed
w ith Step
8

8

.

If the edges th a t are picked in Step 7 are removed, check th a t the resulting
graph satisfies the requirements in Table

2 .1

for a =

7

and (3 = r . If these

requirem ents are not satisfied, then return to Step 7, otherwise proceed with
Step 9.
9 Pick the remaining et —

transition links in the graph produced in Step

7. If all combinations are picked, return to Step 7, otherwise accept the graph
and repeat Step 9.
2.5.2 E x a m p le
The following example is an extension of the example provided in Section 2.4.2
The example follows the algorithm in a step-by-step form at. The numbers corre
spond to the steps in the algorithm.
1.2 Select v = 6, e = 12 and

7

= 2.

3 The selection dictates th a t

= 3.

4 The choice of et is arbitrary, select e t =

= 3.

5 The generation of graphs of truss structures has been covered by the example
in the previous section. The results are shown in Fig.
6

Pick the first graph in Fig.

2 .6

2 .6

.

.

7,8 Now, three of the twelve edges have to be designated as transition links. The
first choice could result in the graph shown in Fig. 2.7a. However, this graph
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is rejected since it does not represent a planar truss structure.

Successive

operations of Steps 7-8 lead to the acceptable graph shown in Fig. 2.7b.
9 Since et — (et)mtn = 0, no additional edges have to be picked to represent
transition links. The graph shown in Fig. 2.7b remains therefore unchanged.
9 After successive operations of Steps 7-8 the graph is generated th a t is shown
in Fig. 2.7c. Note th a t the vertices of this graph can be renumbered such th a t
the graph looks identical to the graph in Fig. 2.7b (check : renumber nodes
one through six as 1, 2, 5, 4, 3, 6 ).
6

Successive operations produce all graphs of deployable structures based on the
structure picked in Step 6 . Figure 2.8 displays all the graphs of deployable truss
structures w ith six nodes and twelve links th a t are produced by this algorithm
for the first graph of Fig.

2 .6

. The algorithm proceeds w ith the generation

of graphs of deployable structures based on the next graph shown in Fig.

2 .6

.

This goes on until all graphs in Fig. 2.6. have been treated (giving a total of
1962 graphs).

2.6 R e s u lts

The algorithm s A and B, described in this paper, have been incorporated in a
computer program , which was w ritten in FORTRAN. For a given num ber of nodes,
number of links and number of transition links, each separate ru n produces all the
corresponding graphs of deployable structures. Table 2.3 summarizes some of the
results produced by this code as well as a listing of existing designs th a t correspond
to the results obtained.
A comparison of the results w ith graphs of existing designs, shows th a t the tech
nique provided here is successful in generating all possible graphs of truss structures
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1
6

5

4
(C)

Fig. 2.7 Selection of edges, representing transition links,
in a graph of a truss structure
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Fig. 2.8

Graphs representing ail deployable truss structures that are
based on the first graph in Fig. 2.6.
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Number Number Number
Number of graphs of
of
of
of graphs deployable structures
nodes links
of truss
structures Foldable Foldable
to a plane to a line
4
5
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

6
9
10
12
13
14
15
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 ,

1
1
1
13
6
2
1
215
165
87
34
10
2
1

6
30
100
1962
2718
2524
3035
164,209
367,339
525,738
521,444
365,910
160,610
162,599

16
75
125
4698
3419
1744
1308
372,799
441,364
353,189
204,403
87,389
24,848
17,382

Existing designs of
deployable structures
that are foldable to a
plane and which are
identified among the
generated graphs

(1)

(2)

Atriculated Astromast [14]
(2) Deployable Cell Module [5]; Deployable Mast Module [7]

Table 2,3 Generation of graphs of deployable truss structures, summary
co
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and deployable truss structures. As an illustration, Table 2.3 lists some of the exist
ing designs th a t have been identified among the graphs produced by the approach.
The code also produces graphs of deployable truss structures th a t are not found
in existing designs. A t this point it is not yet possible to make a full comparison
between the existing designs and th e graphs of alternative structures created by the
program , since the dimensions of the structure they represent are not yet known.
W hat can be said at this stage is th a t some of these graphs may indeed result in use
ful deployable structures th a t have not been identified. To identify these structures,
some relative dimensions of the various links are needed. These relative dimensions
will be generated in C hapter 4 for a particular class of truss structures called truss
modules. Such additional information will then enable the identification of possible
alternatives to existing designs.
It should be noted th a t many of the graphs shown in Figs.

2 .6

and

2 .8

are

isomorphic, i.e. represent the same inter-connectivity of the elements. Since each
isomorphic graph will result in a duplicate conceptual design produced in Chap
ters 3-6, such graphs m ust be eliminated before the conceptual design process is
continued. This topic will be discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

D E T E C T I N G IS O M O R P H IS M IN G R A P H S O F
D E P L O Y A B L E -F O L D A B L E T R U S S S T R U C T U R E S

3.1 O u tlin e

The m ost efficient m ethod for isomorphism detection to date uses matrices,
each revealing the interconnectivity of components of a graph, and determines the
characteristic equation for these matrices [38]. Two graphs are then considered iso
morphic when the characteristic equations of their matrices are identical. A variant
to this approach is to pick a random num ber, add th a t random num ber to th e di
agonal term s of each m atrix and calculate the determ inants of these m atrices. Two
graphs are th en considered isomorphic when the determinants of their m atrices are
identical (this approach is equivalent to substituting the random num ber into the
characteristic equation, b u t results can be achieved w ith much greater efficiency).
Although this "determ inant m ethod” does not guarantee th a t all non-isomorphic
graphs are found, it has been applied in one form or another in previous investiga
tions [38,41-43].
This chapter introduces a procedure to test pairs of graphs for isomorphism
th a t is more accurate th an the determ inant method. The procedure is based on ver
tex degree correspondence, a technique th a t was introduced by Unger [33]. Others,
such as Bohm and Santolini [34] and, Corneil and Gotlieb [36], have also presented
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variations on this technique to the detection of isomorphic graphs, b u t did not
improve the inefficient techniques used in the original approach. T he present pro
cedure, however, extends the degree correspondence of vertices to sets of vertices,
thereby achieving a substantial increase in efficiency, which makes th e m ethod suit
able for treating large numbers of graphs. The basic technique of th e procedure
presented here is discussed in the following sections.

3.2 Is o m o rp h ic G ra p h s

A graph is defined as a set of points, called vertices, v, th a t are connected by
a set of lines, called edges, e. An example of a graph is given in Fig. 3.1. A graph
representation of an object can be obtained by establishing relationships between
certain elements of the object corresponding to the vertices and edges of its graph.
In mechanisms design, for example, links are often displayed as vertices and joints
as edges. Figure 3.2 illustrates how this definition can be used to represent the
kinematic structure of a variable-stroke engine mechanism by a graph.
One way to describe a graph is to assign distinct numbers to its vertices. For
an arbitrary graph w ith n vertices there are a total of (n!) different numberings
possible, which theoretically can result in as many different looking graphs. Given
any graph of this set, a renumbering scheme can be found for every other graph
in this set which makes th e graph identical in appearance to the first graph. The
presence of such a scheme is absolute proof th a t two graphs are isomorphic. How
ever, the process for finding such a scheme can be cumbersome. As an illustration,
consider the three graphs shown in Fig. 3.3. Only two of these graphs, A and C,
are isomorphic. Even when this information is given, it is not trivial to determine
the renumbering scheme th a t shows the graphs to be identical.
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89

12

V,

Vertices : v1 - v9

Edges : e 1 2 - e 8 9

Fig. 3.1 Example of a graph

r

r
r=revolute joint; p=prismatic pair
(a) Mechanism

(b) Graph

Fia. 3.2 A mechanism and the graph of its kinematic structure
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(a)

Graph A

(b) Graph B

(c) Graph C

Fig. 3.3 Three graphs of which all vertices are of degree six
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Before a discussion of the properties of isomorphic graphs is given, some defi
nitions are in order. Let the to ta l num ber of vertices in th e graph be denoted by n.
An edge connecting Vertex Vi to Vertex vj is indicated as ejj or (u,-, vj). Vertices
V{ and Vj are said to be adjacent when there exists an edge (Vi,Vj). An adjacency
list for a vertex is defined as a list of vertices th at are adjacent to it. The degree
of a vertex is equal to the num ber of vertices adjacent to this vertex. The degree
num ber ra* is defined as the num ber of vertices in the graph of degree k. The Set
s a is defined as a set of vertices of G raph A, so th a t the G raph (A -sa) is defined
as a graph formed by eliminating the vertices in Set s a from G raph A, including
all edges from G raph A th a t are incident to the vertices in this set. Using this
notation, isomorphism may be defined as [40]:
Two graphs, A and B , are isomorphic if and only if there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the vertices of Graph A and the vertices of G raph B
such th a t the number of edges joining any two vertices in G raph A is equal to
the number of edges joining th e corresponding two vertices in G raph B .
This definition will be used in the following section to derive the basic tech
niques for a procedure th a t tests graphs for isomorphism.

3 .3 T h e A p p ro a c h

Close examination of the definition of graph isomorphism leads to the following
observations:
O b s e rv a tio n 1 :
If Graphs A and B are isomorphic, then a vertex of G raph A can only
correspond to a vertex of G raph B th at is of the same degree.
O b s e rv a tio n

2

:
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A necessary (but not sufficient) condition for isomorphism is th a t both
graphs have the same number of vertices of a particular degree.

This

means th a t two graphs can only be isomorphic when th e degree numbers
rik, with k = 1, 2 ,

n —1, are identical for b o th graphs.

O b s e rv a tio n 3 :
If Graphs A and B are isomorphic and Set s a is a set of all vertices of
G raph A of degree k and Set s& is the corresponding set of vertices of Graph
B , then the two subgraphs induced by Set s a and Set Sb are isomorphic, the
Subgraphs (A -sa) and (B-Sb) are isomorphic; and the subgraphs formed
by the edges between the vertices of Graph (A-sa) and Set s a; and the
subgraph formed by the edges between the vertices of G raph (B-Sb) and
Set Sb are isomorphic.
These observations can now be applied to determine w hether a pair of graphs
is isomorphic. Consider two arbitrary graphs, A and B , which are shown in Fig.
3.4. Since both graphs have four vertices of degree four and four vertices of degree
five (i.e. the graphs have identical degree numbers), it is possible th a t Graphs A
and B are isomorphic (see Observation 2). Assuming th a t G raph A is isomorphic
to G raph B , then it m ust be possible to renumber the vertices of G raph A so th a t
their appearance is identical. Since the graph has eight vertices, there are a total
of 8!=40320 possible renumbering schemes. However, according to Observation 1 , a
vertex of Graph A can only correspond to a vertex of G raph B of the same degree.
Hence, the number of possible renumbering schemes reduces to 4!*4!=576, since
both graphs have two sets of four vertices of the same degree.
Observation 3 can be used to reduce the number of possible renumbering
schemes even further by using the following technique. Let Set s a be the set of
all vertices of G raph A of degree five and Set Sb the set of all vertices of G raph B
of degree five. Since each vertex in Set s a must correspond to one vertex in Set
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b1

a1
a8

a7

a3

b7<

b3

a4
a5
(a)

Graph A

b5
(b) Graph B

Fip. 3.4 Graphs treated in the example of Sections 3.3 and 3.4.2
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Sb (Observation 1 ), the subgraphs of Graphs A and B induced by the vertices of
Sets s a and Sb respectively, see Fig. 3.5a, m ust be isomorphic. Also, each vertex
of G raph A th a t is not in Set s a must correspond to a vertex in Graph B th a t is
not in Set s&, i.e. the Subgraphs (A -sa) and (B-Sb), see Fig. 3.5b, must be iso
morphic. Furtherm ore, the subgraphs formed by the edges in Fig. 3.4 th a t are not
represented in Figs. 3.5a and 3.5b (see Fig. 3.5c), must also be isomorphic.
Observations 1 and 2 can now be applied to determ ine whether the subgraphs
in Figs. 3.5a, 3.5b and 3.5c could be isomorphic, i.e. the njt numbers must be
identical for each pair of subgraphs. To obtain the degree of each vertex in each
of the subgraphs (and thereby th e njt numbers), it is not necessary to construct
the graphs in Figs. 3.5a, 3.5b and 3.5c. For example, Vertex a\ in G raph A is
connected to two vertices of the same degree (degree five), which means th a t Vertex
a i is of degree two in Fig. 3.5a and of degree three in Fig. 3.5c. Similarly, Vertex
<22

in Graph A (of degree four) is connected to three vertices of degree five, so th at

Vertex a?, is of degree one in Fig. 3.5b and of degree three in Fig. 3.5c.
A comparison of the degree of each vertex in each of the subgraphs, resulting
from the separation of Sets s a and

from Graphs A and B respectively, reveals

possible correspondences between the vertices of G raphs A and B , e.g. Vertex ai
can only correspond to Vertex &i or
only correspond to Vertex

62

67

(see Fig. 3.5a), whereas Vertex a 3 can

(see Fig. 3.5b). All possible correspondences for each

vertex of G raph A are listed in Fig. 3.6b, which shows th a t the number of possible
renumbering schemes has reduced to 24.
The remaining possible renumbering schemes m ust be tested to find absolute
proof th a t one of the schemes transform s G raph A into G raph B. This can be
achieved very efficiently, i.e. there is no need to investigate all possible renumbering
schemes. The details of the procedure th a t searches for a valid renumbering scheme
are discussed as p art of a procedure for isomorphism detecting, given in the next
section.
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a8

b7
a7
b4
a5
(a) Subgraphs induced by Set s

and Set s
b2

a3
a6

a4
(b) Subgraphs (A-s ) a n d ( B - s J
a
b

a7,

a3

b1

b7

a4
a5
(c) Subgraphs involving edges of Graphs A and B in Fig. 4 that are
not represented in (a) or (b).

Fig. 3.5 Subgraphs resulting from the separation of all vertices of degree five
from Graphs A and B in Fig. 3.4.
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Vertex

List
b 1 ,b 4 ,
b2, b3,
b2, b3,
b2, b3,
b 1 , b4,
b2, b3,
b 1 ,b 4 ,
b1, b4,

Vertex
b5,
b6,
b6,
b6,
b5,
b6,
b5,
b5,

b7
b8
b8
b8
b7
b8
b7
b7

(a) C-lists before a comparison is
made between sets of vertices

List
b 1 ,b 7
b3, b6, b8
b2
b3, b6, b8
b 1 ,b 7
b3, b6, b8
b4, b5
b4, b5

(b) C-lists after a comparison is
m ade between sets of vertices

Fig.-3.6 Correspondence lists for vertices of Graph A in Fig. 3.4
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It is noted th a t the example described above concerns two isomorphic graphs.
However, the conclusion th a t two graphs are not isomorphic is often reached w ithout
checking all the possible renum bering schemes. For example, if one graph has four
vertices of degree five and another graph has only two vertices of degree five, then
th e two graphs cannot be isomorphic (Observation 2). Similarly, if the subgraph
induced by vertices in Set s a contains three vertices of degree one and the subgraph
induced by vertices in Set sj contains two vertices of degree one, then the two graphs
cannot be isomorphic either.
The approach described in this section is the basis of a procedure for the
detection of graph isomorphism, which is discussed in detail in the next section.

3.4 P r o c e d u r e fo r t h e D e te c tio n o f Iso m o rp h ic G ra p h s

The techniques, described in Section 3.3, have been incorporated in the follow
ing algorithm (DIG). The input into the algorithm consists of a given pair of graphs,
A and B. The first step of the procedure checks whether the two graphs have the
same number of vertices of a particular degree (a condition for isomorphism, see
Observation 2 in Section 3.3). In Step 2 of the procedure, a list is formed for each
vertex of G raph A which contains all the vertices of Graph B th at are of the same
degree. Since each vertex in such a list constitutes a possible one-to-one correspon
dence w ith the vertex of G raph A for which the list is formed, it will be referred
to as a correspondence list. In Steps 3 and 4, sets of vertices of the same degree
are separated from Graphs A and B and th e resulting subgraphs are compared
for isomorphism, which in most cases results in a reduction of the correspondence
lists. In the last step of the procedure, Step 5, an attem pt is m ade to find a valid
renumbering scheme, based on th e correspondence lists, th a t transforms G raph A
into Graph B.
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Isomorphic graphs go through all steps of the procedure, whereas the conclusion
th a t the graphs are not isomorphic can be reached a t intermediate steps. However,
there is one class of graphs th a t always reaches the last step of the procedure. These
graphs have the characteristic th a t all vertices are of the same degree. Steps 3 and
4 are skipped for this type of graph, since they do not reduce the correspondence
lists, no m atter w hat the connectivity of the graph is.
The complete algorithm is listed in the following subsection. An example th at
illustrates the algorithm is provided in a subsequent subsection.
3 .4 .1 A lg o rith m D IG
Given two graphs, A and B , this algorithm checks whether the graphs are
isomorphic using the vertex correspondence technique.
1.

Check th a t both graphs have the same degree numbers n*, where k =
1 , 2 , n —1 (see definitions in Section 3.2). If this is not true, th en report
th a t the graphs are not isomorphic and h alt the execution. Otherwise
proceed w ith Step 2.

2. For every vertex of G raph A produce a list of all the vertices of Graph
B th a t have the same degree. This list is called a correspondence list or
C-list. Proceed w ith Step 5 if all vertices of A and B are of the same
degree, otherwise continue w ith Step 3.
3. Pick the smallest set of all vertices of G raph A of the same degree : Set
s a, and the corresponding set of G raph B : Set sj. Compute the degree
of each vertex in the subgraphs induced by the vertices in Set s a, and the
subgraph induced by the vertices in Set si, as well as the degree of each
vertex in the Subgraphs (A-s&) and (B-Sb). Use the following technique
: for each edge (va,wa), where Vertex va is p art of Set s a and Vertex wa
is part of Subgraph (A -sfl), reduce the degree of Vertex v a and the degree
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of Vertex w a by one. As a result, the degree of each vertex reflects the
degree of th a t vertex in either Subgraph (A -sa) or th e subgraph induced
by th e vertices in Set s a. Repeat this operation for th e vertices in Graph
B . Proceed w ith Step 4.
4. For each Vertex v a in graph A, elim inate all vertices of G raph B from the
C-list of Vertex v a th a t are not of the same degree as Vertex v a in the
subgraphs created in Step 3. If the C-list for Vertex v a becomes empty,
then report th a t the graphs are not isomorphic and h alt the execution.
Otherwise, let G raph A r stand for G raph (A -sa), let G raph B r stan d for
G raph (B-Sb) and repeat Step 3 for Graphs A r and B r. If Graphs A r and
B r are empty, continue with Step 5.
5. Select a possible renumbering scheme as follows : pick a Vertex v a of Graph
A and pick a Vertex

of Graph B from the C-list of Vertex v a. Assume

th a t Vertex va corresponds to Vertex

and check th a t if there is an edge

between Vertex va and vertices of G raph A th a t have been picked prior to
Vertex v a, th a t this edge also exists between th e corresponding vertices of
G raph B . In the event th a t none of the vertices picked for Vertex v a are
accepptable, one m ust back up and repeat Step 5 while picking another
correspondence for th e vertex of G raph A picked prior to Vertex v a. When
an acceptable correspondence for Vertex v a is found, then the search for
a valid renumbering scheme continues w ith Step 5 for th e next vertex of
G raph A. This process continues until a valid correspondence is found for
the last vertex of G raph A (i.e. the graphs are isomorphic) or until no new
correspondence can be picked for th e first vertex picked of G raph A (i.e.
the graphs are not isomorphic).
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3 .4 .2 E x a m p le
As an example, the previous algorithm is applied to test the graphs, shown
in Fig. 3.4. These graphs were chosen because they challenge the algorithm and
therefore provide a good illustration of its effectiveness.
1-2 G raph A and Graph B each have four vertices of degree five and four
vertices of degree four, so th a t all degree numbers are zero except th a t
n 4 = 4 and n 5 = 4. Figure 3.6a shows the C-lists produced in Step 3.
3 Let Set s a be all vertices of G raph A th a t are of degree five and let Set
be all vertices of Graph B of degree five. The degree of each vertex in the
subgraph induced by the Set s a and th e Subgraph (A-sa), is obtained as
follows. Vertex a\, of degree five, is adjacent to only two vertices th a t are
not of degree five, namely Vertices a 2 and a 3. Thus, the degree of Vertex
ai is reduced w ith two and the degrees of Vertices a 2 and a 3 is reduced
w ith one. Similarly, Vertex

05,

of degree five, is adjacent to two vertices

th a t are not of degree five, Vertices a 2 and a 4. Therefore, the degree of
Vertex

05

is reduced to three, whereas th e degrees of Vertices a 2 and a 4 is

reduced w ith one. A similar operation is carried out for Vertices a7 and
ag. As a result, the degree of each vertex reflects the degree of th a t vertex
in Fig. 3.5a or 3.5b. Subsequently, th e previous operation is repeated to
determine th e degree of each vertex in Subgraph ( B -S f, ) and th e subgraph
induced by Set s j. Figure 3.7 summarizes the results produced by Step 3.
Note th a t the difference between th e degree of a vertex before and after
this operation (Lines

1

and 2) is the degree of th a t vertex in Fig. 3.5c.

4 It can be concluded from Fig. 3.7a th a t Vertex a\ has a ” 5” on Line
a ” 2” on Line 2 and a ” 3” on Line 3, i.e. Vertex

01

1,

is of degree five in

G raph A\ degree two in one of the subgraphs; and degree three in the
subgraph containing all the edges "elim inated” in Step 3. The only two
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Vertices

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

a6

5

4

4

4

4

5

5

1

Degree in Subgraph (A -s J or in
the subgraph induced by Set sa

2

1

3

1

5
2

1

3

3

2

Degree in Graph A r
Degree in Subgraph (A-s^) or in
the subgraph induced by S e t sa

0
0

1
0

3
0

1
0

0
0

1
0

0
0

0
0

3
4

Degree in Graph A

(a)

a7

a8

Line

The degree of each vertex of Graph A and subgraphs of Graph A

b1

b2

b3

b4

b5

b6

5

4

4

5

5

4

5

Degree in Subgraph (B-s^) or in
the subgraph induced by Set s^

2

3

1

3

3

1

2

1

2

Degree in Graph B r
Degree in Subgraph (B-rSb) or in
the subgraph induced by Set s^

0
0

3
0

1
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

0
0

1
0

3
4

Vertices
Degree in Graph B

(b)

b7

b8

Line
1

The degree of each vertex of Graph B and subgraphs of Graph B

Fig. 3.7 Ilustration of the example discussed in Section 3.4.2
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vertices of G raph B th a t have the same numbers on Lines 1-2 in Fig. 3.7b
(and can therefore correspond to Vertex ai) are the Vertices b2 and
Thus, Vertices

64

and

65

67.

m ust be eliminated from the C-list of Vertex a j.

C arrying out the previous operation for each vertex of G raph A results in
the C-lists listed in Fig. 3.6b.
3 Line 3 in Fig. 3.7a reflects the degree of each vertex in G raph A r. Note
th a t th e numbers on Line 3 are obtained from Line 2 and th a t the degree
of each vertex of Set s a picked in the previous execution of Step 3 is set
to zero. The same operation was carried out to obtain the degree for each
vertex of Graph B r, displayed on Line 3 in Fig. 3.7b. The execution of
Step 3 results in the selection of Vertex

03

as Set s a and Vertex

62

as

Set s&. The degree of each vertex of Graphs A r and B r in the subgraphs
form ed by Set s a, Set s^, the Subgraphs (Ar-s a) and (B r-Sb) are displayed
on Lines 4 in Fig. 3.7.
4 Comparison of the numbers on Lines 4 in Fig. 3.7 does not alter the C-lists
in Fig. 3.6b and the procedure continues w ith Step 5 since Graphs A r and
B r are empty (Lines 5 in Fig. 3.7 contain only zero entries).
5 Pick a possible correspondence for the first vertex of G raph A, e.g. assume
th a t ai corresponds to bx (i.e. the first entry of the list for Vertex a\ in Fig.
3.6b). Next, pick a possible correspondence for the second vertex of Graph
A , e.g. assume th a t Vertex a2 corresponds to Vertex

63

(see Fig. 3.6b).

Now, check whether Vertex a2 is connected to any vertices of G raph A
picked earlier, and if so, check whether the corresponding vertices are also
connected. For example, Vertices a2 and a\ are connected. However, since
63

and bi are not connected, either the correspondence between Vertex

a\ and Vertex bi is invalid or the correspondence between Vertex a2 and
V ertex b3 is invalid.

Assume th at the latter is th e case, pick another

correspondence for Vertex a2 say, Vertex be.

Since Vertices be and b\
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are connected, this correspondence is accepted.

Step 5 continues w ith

picking a correspondence for Vertex a3, e.g. Vertex b2 (the only possible
choice). Since Vertex a3 is connected to b o th Vertices a 3 and a2 (treated
prior to Vertex a3), Vertex b2 m ust also connect to Vertices bi and beThis is indeed the case, so th a t Step 5 can be continued w ith picking a
correspondence for Vertex a^, e.g. Vertex b3. However, this choice must be
is connected to Vertex a\ while Vertices b3 and b\

rejected since Vertex

are not connected. The next choice, Vertex be, has been picked previously
so th a t Vertex a 4 must correspond w ith Vertex bs. This choice proves to
be correct and the Step 5 continues. After several executions of Step 5, the
following renumbering scheme is established : a-i —>■6 1 , a2 —►b6, a3 —■
►b2,
CL4

—

> & 8j ^ 5 —* b y , <26

—

* ^3?

—* ^ 4 « m d G g — * b 3 .

The previous example has shown th a t the algorithm has arrived at the conclu
sion th a t the graphs are isomorphic w ithout much com putation, while th e renumber
ing scheme th a t transform s G raph B into A comes as a by-product. The following
section provides a general discussion on the performance of this algorithm.

3.5 D is c u s sio n a n d R e s u lts

Close exam ination of the algorithm provided here leads to the conclusion th a t
it ismost likely th a t the algorithm will be least efficient for graphs of which all
vertices are of the same degree. An example of such graphs is shown in Fig. 3.3.
The algorithm has determined th a t G raphs A and C are isomorphic and th a t Graph
B is not isomorphic to any of the oth er graphs. It should be noted, however, th a t
graphs as in Fig. 3.3 are a minority among the complete set of graphs w ith nine
vertices and 27 edges, as created by th e procedure listed above. Furtherm ore, a set
of graphs does not contain any graphs of which all vertices have the same degree if
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the result of 2n e/ n v is not an integer. It should be noted, however, th a t this result
is only an integer for two-, three- and six-node statically determ inate (deployable)
truss structures. Since the num ber of graphs of these classes of structures, using
the techniques presented in C hapter 2 , is relatively small, no special attention will
be given to th e extra CPU tim e required for graphs of which all vertices are of the
same degree.
The D IG -algorithm (listed in Section 3.4.1) has been applied to identify all
unique graphs among sets of graphs of deployable truss structures w ith four, five,
six and seven nodes th a t were generated using the algorithms listed in Chapter
2

. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show all unique graphs of six-node statically determ inate

truss structures th a t are foldable onto a plane, which were identified by the DIGalgorithm among the graphs shown in Figs.

2 .6

and all deployable derivatives of the

graphs in Fig. 2.6, a subset of which is shown in Fig. 2.8. Results of the application
of the DIG-algorithm are summarized in Table 3.1.
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Eig. 3.8 Graphs representing all six-node structures with twelve links
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Fig J12JMLgraphs of deployable structures with six nodes,
and three (the minimum number) transition links.
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Number Number Number Number of graphs of
of
of
of graphs deployable structures
nodes links
of truss
structures Foldable Foldable
to a plane to a line
4
5
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

6
9
10
12
13
14
15
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1
1
1
13
6
2
1
215
165
87
34
10
2
1

6
30
100
1962
2718
2524
3035
164,209
367,339
525,738
521,444
365,910
160,610
162,599

16
75
125
4698
3419
1744
1308
372,799
441,364
353,189
204,403
87,389
24,848
17,382

Number Number of uniaue graphs of
of uniaue deployable structures
graphs of
truss
Foldable
Foldable
structures to a plane
to a line
1
1
1
4
2
1
1
25
17
9
5
2
1
1

1
5
3
112
101
27
6
7132
9837
6547
3678
1073
316
29

2
9
3
219
96
43
13
35467
52785
23893
11674
3289
712
53

Table 3.1 Identification of unique graphs of deployable truss structures, summary

Cn

CO
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CHAPTER 4

G E N E R A T IO N O F D E P L O Y E D C O N F IG U R A T IO N S O F
D E P L O Y A B L E -F O L D A B L E T R U S S M O D U L E S

4 .1 O u tlin e

A graph theoretical approach, presented in Chapters 2 and 3, was applied to
th e generation of all graphs representing deployable truss structures, each graph
representing a unique deployable tru ss structure. In this chapter, the conceptual
design process is further refined for an im portant class of spatial truss structures,
called truss modules. Modules are th e commonly used building blocks of large truss
structures such as domes, booms and space-based platform s. In such applications,
m ost truss modules have special properties, such as the presence of an interface
to an adjacent module, in addition to those of truss structures. However, not all
truss structures have these additional properties. Truss modules may therefore be
considered a subset of truss structures. As an example, Fig. 4.1 shows two truss
structures of which only the truss stru ctu re shown in Fig. 4.1b belongs to the set
of truss modules since this second structure may be used as a building block for
larger structures.
It will be shown in this chapter th a t graphs of truss modules can be recognized
among graphs of truss structures by checking each graph for characteristics corre
sponding to graphs of truss modules. These characteristics will be identified and
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(a) A truss structure

(b) A truss structure that is
also a truss module

Eifl. 4.1 Illustration of truss modules being a subset of truss structures
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discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. They lead to the formulation of two procedures.
The first procedure checks for characteristics related to the functions of a module.
The second procedure checks for characteristics associated w ith the assembly of a
module and then generates plots of all possible topologies of truss modules that
are based on a particular graph. B oth of these procedures are applicable to graphs
of truss structures and to graphs of deployable truss structures. The properties of
truss modules are presented in the following section.

4.2 P r o p e r tie s o f T ru s s M o d u le s

Figure 4.2 shows a selection of truss modules th a t were found in prior literature
[1-15]. At least one deployable concept has been published for each of the structures
shown in this figure. References to the source of these concepts are indicated. In this
section a discussion will be presented on each of the properties common to all truss
modules. This will provide the necessary information to establish the relationship
between properties of this type of structure and the properties of their corresponding
graphs. It should be emphasized th a t, in compliance w ith the restriction made in
C hapter

2

regarding truss structures, this discussion will be limited to truss modules

th a t do not use cables.
Truss modules can be used as building blocks for larger spatial truss structures.
Therefore, an obvious characteristic of truss modules is th a t they have all the prop
erties th a t correspond to spatial truss structures. However, in the discussion that
follows, it will be shown th a t not all spatial truss structures have all the properties
th a t correspond to truss modules, which means th a t truss modules form a subset
of the set of spatial truss structures.
Truss modules are generally combined to form either one-dimensional struc
tures (e.g. m ast or arc) or two-dimensional structures (e.g. platform or dome). The
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(a)
Coilable Astromast [1]
Expandable Truss Module [2]
Stacbeam [8]
Controllable Geometry Module [10]
Variable Geometry Truss Module [11]
Articulated Astromast [14]

Box Truss Structure [6]
Deployable Truss Boom [12]

(e)
Tetrahedral Truss Module [3]

Deployable Cell Module [5]
Deployable Mast Module [7]

Single Hinge Double Fold [13]

(f)
Triangular Cell [15]

Fig. 4.2 Truss modules reported in the literature
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nodes of a truss module lie in two parallel planes, each plane containing roughly
half the num ber of nodes in the structure. These planes form either interfaces be
tween adjacent modules (to form one-dimensional structures) or desired surfaces (to
form two-dimensional structures). This maximizes th e contribution of each m od
ule to either the total area of a two-dimensional structure or the total length of a
one-dimensional structure.
Each plane of a truss module forms a planar truss structure, which means th a t
the n nodes and the I links of each plane satisfy th e relationship I > 2n — 3. A
derivation of this relationship has been provided in Section 2.2 of C hapter 2. To
minimize the to tal length of the links in each plane, the links are arranged such th a t
each plane is composed of triangles. Also, each node m ust be connected to at least
one node th a t is not within the same plane. This last requirement results from the
definition of a truss structure, which states th a t each node m ust be restricted in all
three components of translation.
To lim it the number of different stru ctu ral components, truss modules are
typically constructed of links of at most two different lengths. This restriction will
be adopted for the purposes of this investigation. The presence of this characteristic
is generally an indication th a t th e connectivity of a structure is such th a t it can be
built out of links of three or more different lengths w ithout dramatically changing
the appearance and therefore the design of th e structure. An example is illustrated
in Fig.

4.3, where slightly different truss modules are obtained when they are

constructed of single, two or three link-Iengths.
Truss modules do not have crossing links. These are links th a t cross each other
on th e same plane. To accommodate crossing links in a structure, the links m ust be
either curved or offset from the nodes. This not only complicates the design of this
structure, b u t may also reduce the load carrying capacity in its deployed configura
tion. Crossing links can also impose severe lim itations on the way the structure is
deployed, since any interference of the links during the deployment phase m ust be
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(a) A truss module con
structed using links
of one given length

(b) The truss module in
(a) constructed using
two link lengths

(c) The truss module in
(a) constructed using
three link lengths

Efik.4.3 Truss modules based on a particular graph, using : (a)
a single link length, (b) two link lengths and (c) three
link lengths.
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avoided. Therefore, there is greater freedom in the choice of deployment m ethod as
well as in joint selection when no crossing links are present in the structure.
The properties of truss modules th a t are considered in this research may be
summarized as follows :
1. Truss modules form a subset of the set of spatial truss structures.
2

. Truss modules have two parallel planes. Each plane forms a planar truss struc
ture; is composed of triangles; and contains approximately half the number of
nodes in the module.

3. Each node in a truss module connects to at least one node in another plane.
4. Truss modules considered, will contain links of at most two different lengths.
5. Truss modules do not have crossing links.
These five properties can be subdivided into two categories. The first cate
gory contains Properties 1 through 3, which are associated w ith the function of
a module. The second category is comprised of Properties 4 and 5, which result
from the requirements for assembling a module. All these properties should also
relate directly to th e graph properties of a truss module. However, the derivation
of these properties is not straight forward, b u t requires insight and experience in
the construction of this type of structures. This subject will be addressed in the
following section.

4 .3 P r o p e r tie s o f G ra p h s o f T ru ss M o d u le s

The corresponding graph of each of the structures in Fig. 4.2 is shown in Fig.
4.4. Each graph consists of vertices, representing the nodes, and edges, representing
the links. Recall th a t the degree of a vertex is equivalent to the num ber of edges
incident to a vertex and th a t a graph only reflects the inter-connectivity of the nodes
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of the stru ctu re it represents. The following two subsections will be concerned with
the properties of graphs of truss modules according to function and assembly of the
modules.
4.3.1 F u n c tio n o f a M o d u le
Properties 1-3, presented in Section 4.2, relate to the function or intended use
of a truss module.

The presence of the first property can be dem onstrated by

checking th a t th e graph of the truss module has all the properties th a t correspond
to the graph of a spatial truss structure, which have been presented in Section
2.2 of C hapter 2. The second property indicates th a t a graph of a plane within
a structure is triangulated, which means th at the graph is composed of triangles.
Algorithms th a t check whether a graph is triangulated are readily available and
have been presented by Rose and Tarjan [44,45]. Property 2 can thus be checked
by looking for two triangulated subgraphs within the graph of a truss structure in
which the num ber of vertices and edges in each of the subgraphs correspond to th at
of a planar tru ss structure. The presence of the th ird property can be determined
when the two subgraphs th a t represent the two parallel planes, have been identified.
The properties of graphs of a truss module, th a t correspond to the function of
the module, can be summarized as follows :
1. The graph exhibits the properties specified in Table 3.1 of C hapter 3.
2. The graph contains two triangulated subgraphs, where each vertex in the graph
belongs to one of these subgraphs and each subgraph contains about half the
num ber of vertices in the graph.
3. The num ber of vertices v and the number of edges e in each subgraph satisfy
the relationship : e > 2v —3.
4. Each vertex is connected to at least one vertex in a different subgraph
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(e)

(f)

EC U A A Graphs corresponding to the structures in Fig. 4.2
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A procedure th a t checks a graph for P roperties 2-4 will be discussed in Section
4 .5 .

4 .3 .2 A ss e m b ly o f a M o d u le
Properties 4 and 5, listed in Section 2.2, relate to constraints on the assembly
of a truss module. Specifically, Property 4 dictates th a t the module can be con
structed by using links of no more th an two different lengths. The detection of this
characteristic is not straight forward since a graph does not reveal any information
concerning the length of the links of the stru ctu re it represents. However, close
exam ination of truss structures th a t have been constructed with links of no more
th a n two different lengths, has led to the form ulation of four theorems th a t will be
discussed in this subsection. These theorems together describe the graph proper
ties associated w ith Property 4 of Section

2 .2

, i.e. it is possible to construct truss

modules using a t most two link-lengths. The theorem s will also describe how these
different lengths may be detected from the graphs of the truss module.
T h e o r em 4.1
Consider a graph th a t has all the properties as described in Section 4.3.1. The
structure associated with this graph can only be built with links of two different
lengths, when for each Vertex v there is a t least one Vertex w in a different
subgraph, such th a t all vertices, th a t are connected to bu t do not lie w ithin
th e same subgraph as Vertex v, are connected to Vertex w.
P r o o f : Consider an arbitrary structure th a t has Properties 1-3 in Section
4.2 so th a t there exists two parallel truss planes A and B. Assume th a t Node

1

(corresponding to Vertex v in the theorem) in Plane A, lies on top of a Node 2
(corresponding to Vertex w in the theorem) in Plane B. Recall th a t each node is
connected to one other node in a different plane (Property 3, Section 4.3.1). Let
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there be a link between Node 1 in Plane A and Node 3 in Plane B (see Fig. 4.5).
If Node 3 is also connected to Node
Node 1, Node

2

2

(in Plane B), then the triangle formed by

and Node 3 can be constructed with links of two different lengths.

If every node in Plane B th a t is connected to Node

1

is also connected to Node

2

,

then all triangles th a t are so form ed, can be constructed using no more th en two
different length links. However, th is can only be possible when Plane B is composed
of triangles and does not have any crossing links. This allows all links between Node
2 and the nodes in Plane B th a t connect to both Node 1 and Node 2, to be of the
same length. Extending this observation to every node in the structure leads to the
proof for Theorem 4.1. It may be noted th a t there can be more th an one node in
Plane B th a t is adjacent to all nodes in Plane B th at are connected to Node 1. The
question th a t arises then is how to determine which node is to lie on top of which
other node in the structure, when transposing from the graph to a structure. This
subject will be addressed in the next theorem.
Th eo rem 4.2
Consider a graph th a t satisfies the conditions given in Theorem 4.1. Each node
in the structure lies on top of or below one other node. Then, for each Vertex
v in the graph, it is possible to select a unique Vertex w th a t does not lie in
the same subgraph as Vertex v. This choice is restricted by the condition th a t
Vertex w m ust be adjacent to all vertices (in the same subgraph as Vertex to)
th a t are adjacent to Vertex v, while Vertex v must be adjacent to all vertices
(in the same subgraph as Vertex v) th a t are adjacent to Vertex w.
Proof: The first p art focuses on the question of w hether two nodes of an
arbitrary structure can lie on top of each other. The basis for this discussion can
be found in the proof for Theorem 4.1. Consider the situation as illustrated in Fig.
4.5. W hen Node 2 is not adjacent to all nodes in Plane B th a t are adjacent to
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Plane A

Plane B

-Eg^-4.5 Positions of Nodes 1, 2 and 3
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Node 1, then Node 1 cannot lie on top of Node 2 since th is would require the links
originating in Node 1 to be constructed w ith more th a n two different link lengths.
Similarly, when Node 1 is not adjacent to all nodes in Plane A th a t are adjacent
to Node 2, then Node 2 cannot lie underneath Node 1. Thus, Node 1 and Node 2
can only lie on top of each other when Node 2 is adjacent to all vertices in Plane B
th a t are adjacent to Node 1, and Node

1

is adjacent to all vertices in Plane A th a t

are adjacent to Node 2. The graph equivalent of this requirem ent is stated in the
theorem .
The second p art of the proof focuses on the extension of the requirements for
two nodes to every node in the structure. Consider th ree nodes, Node 1, Node 2
and Node 3. Assume th at Node 1 can only lie on top of Node 2 and also th a t Node
3 can only lie on top of Node 2. This results in a conflict, since there can be one,
and only one node, lying on top of any other node. Therefore, nodes th a t lie on top
of each other m ust be pairs of unique nodes. This observation has been implied in
Theorem 4.2.
The selection of vertices, described in Theorem 4.2, is further restricted by the
requirem ent th a t each plane of th e truss module m ust be composed of triangles, and
w ithout crossing links. This additional restriction is expressed in the next theorem.
Th e or em 4.3
Given a graph th a t satisfies the conditions given in Theorem 4.1. Consider
pairs of vertices, Vi, Wi, such th a t the node represented by Vertex u,- lies on
top of or below the node represented by Vertex w

as described in Theorem

4.2. The structure can be constructed using two different link-lengths when
for every two vertices, v\ and v 2, th a t are connected and lie w ithin the same
subgraph, there is an edge (t«i ,w2) th a t is p art of the graph. There is only one
exception : when there are two vertices, V3 and U4 , w ithin the same subgraph
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as, and adjacent to, both v\ and v2\ and if the edge {wz,wf) exists, then none
of the edges (vi,w2), (u2 ,u>i), (^ 3 , ^ 4 ) and (u4 ,wf) may exist.
P r o o f : Recall th a t when a structure has a graph th a t has the properties as set
forth in Section 4.3.1, each plane of this structure can be constructed w ith triangles.
Assume th a t the planes can also be constructed w ithout crossing links. W hen Plane
A is constructed in this m anner, and the nodes on Plane B are placed above or below
the nodes on Plane A (in accordance to Theorem 4.2) there is still no guarantee
th a t Plane B will have no crossing links. Assume th a t two nodes, Node

1

and Node

2, lie w ithin the same plane and are connected. Assume th a t Node 3 and Node 4
are connected and lie on top of or below Node

1

and Node

2

respectively. When

this can be said of any two connected vertices th a t lie w ithin the same plane, then
if one plane can be constructed of triangles w ith no crossing links, so can the other.
Now assume th a t Node 3 and Node 4 are not connected. Figure 4.6 illustrates the
only situation when this is acceptable. Due to the fact th a t there is no link between
Node 3 and Node 4, there must be a link between Node 7 and Node

8

to ensure

th a t Plane A is still composed of triangles. However, in th a t case, there cannot be
any diagonals in the frame (1,2,4,3) nor in the frame (5,6 ,8 ,7) , since this would
m ean th a t the structure will have to be constructed w ith a t least three different
length links. The theorem describes all allowable situations and the corresponding
necessary conditions.
T he fourth theorem follows from the observation th a t it may be possible for a
node in th e structure not to lie on top of (or below) any other node in the same
structure.
T heo rem 4 .4
Consider a graph, th a t satisfies the conditions laid out in Theorem 4.1. Let
there be a vertex, v, th a t represents a node th a t does not lie on top of any other
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node. The structure can then only be constructed w ith two different length
links when it is possible to add one vertex and two edges to th e subgraph th at
does not contain Vertex v. This addition is restricted by th e condition th a t the
subgraph remains triangulated and th e added vertex is adjacent to all vertices
in this subgraph th a t are adjacent to Vertex v.
P r o o f : Assume th a t a truss module has one node, Node 1, th a t does not lie on
top of any other node in the structure. Add a new node to th e structure, Node 2,
th a t lies below Node 1 . Connect Node 2 to Node X. At this point, Node 1 and Node
2

satisfy the relationships as specified in Theorem 4.2, except th a t Node 2 is not

p a rt of a plane composed of triangles. However, this lim itation can be eliminated
by adding two more links th a t connect Node 2 w ith the other nodes on the plane
in which it lies, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7. This operation will no t compromise any
of the characteristics of the truss module. Therefore, if this new structure can be
built using links of two different lengths (i.e. its graph satisfies Theorem 4.3), so
can the original structure. However, it is not required th a t Node 2 be connected
to Node 1, since this only serves to satisfy Property 3 of Section 4.2. The required
verification procedure for a graph is described in Theorem 4.4.
Theorems 4.1-4.4 form the basis from which all possible arrangements of nodes
th a t lie on top of the nodes in the bottom plane can be generated or identified.
Given this information, the detection of crossing links in a truss module is readily
achieved. A procedure th a t accomplishes these tasks will be presented in Section
4.6.
The properties of truss modules th a t are given in this section can be employed
to find graphs of truss modules from among the graphs of truss structures, and
to find graphs of deployable truss modules from among the graphs of deployable
truss structures. In the following sections it will be shown th a t this leads to the
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conceptual design of truss modules as well as th e conceptual design of deployable
truss modules.

4 .4 G e n e ra tio n o f G ra p h s o f T ru s s M o d u le s

G raphs representing truss modules form a subset of the graphs representing
truss structures, since not all graphs of truss structures have the properties as
listed in Section 4.3.

Graphs of truss modules can therefore be found by first

generating graphs of truss structures and subsequently checking each graph for the
additional properties of graphs of truss modules. T he following procedure not only
accomplishes this task, but also generates a three-dimensional model of each truss
module.
1 G enerate graphs representing spatial (deployable) truss structures.
2 Check th a t each graph represents a truss structure w ith two separate planes,
each being composed of triangles and w ithout crossing links. Elim inate all
graphs th a t do not satisfy this characteristic.
3 Check th a t each graph, th a t represents a truss structure, can be built using
links of two different lengths while avoiding crossing links. Elim inate graphs
th a t do not have this property.
4 C onstruct a three-dimensional representation of the truss module th a t reveals
the relative lengths of the links in the structure.
Step

1

of this procedure can be carried out using the algorithms provided in

C hapter 2. Separate algorithms for Steps 2 and 3 of the graph generation procedure
will be presented in the following two sections. Each algorithm will be preceded by
a brief discussion relating to the basic idea behind its development. Each section
will also include an example th a t dem onstrates the application of the algorithm in a
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step-by-step m anner. It will be shown th a t Step 4 of th e generation procedure can
readily be carried out once Step 3 has been completed. The discussion of Step 4 will
therefore be included in the discussion of Step 3. In the next section, a procedure
will be discussed relating to Step 2 - the identification of two separate planes, each
being triangulated.

4.5 P r o c e d u r e to D e te r m in e T w o T ria n g u la te d S u b g r a p h s w ith in a G ra p h

One of th e characteristics of truss modules is th e existence of two separate
planes. Generally, each plane forms a statically determ inate planar structure. An
other im portant characteristic of a plane is th a t it is composed of triangles. This
means th a t it is not possible for four or more nodes in a plane to be connected such
th a t their links form only one loop.
Based on the properties of the planes, the existence of two separate planes
can be verified by checking if the graph of a truss structure can be split into two
triangulated subgraphs. Further, each subgraph should contain approximately half
the num ber of vertices of the to ta l graph. The num ber of edges e in each subgraph
is also bounded by the relation : e > 2v —3, where v is the number of vertices in
the subgraph.
The following algorithm checks for the existence of two triangulated subgraphs
in the graph of a truss structure. The algorithm is based on a Lexicographic Breadth
First Search (LBFS), an efficient algorithm for checking triangulated graphs, de
veloped by Rose and Tarjan [44]. The LBFS algorithm first produces a particular
ordering of the vertices. It then checks th a t if the vertices (and their incident edges)
are elim inated based on this ordering, then only triangles are eliminated from each
reduced graph. If this test fails, then the graph is not triangulated. The original
LBFS algorithm will be modified to accommodate th e search for all triangulated
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subgraphs w ithin a graph. After the first triangulated subgraph (Plane B) is found,
the algorithm then checks whether the subgraph containing the remaining vertices
(Plane A) is also triangulated.
Algorithm C is an algorithm for determining all combinations of triangulated
subgraphs w ithin a graph.

This process is crucial, since the results of this al

gorithmic search serve as input to the algorithm , discussed in Section 4.6, which
determines th e relative link-lengths for the tru ss modules. The following algorithm
has also been enhanced to perform one of the tasks of the algorithm in Section
4.6, namely to check whether the planes of a truss module has crossing links. This
check can be readily performed by checking th a t if the vertices of each subgraph
are elim inated in the order produced by the LBFS, then no more th an two triangles
are elim inated a t a time.
4 .5 .1 A lg o rith m C
Given a graph w ith v vertices th a t represents a spatial truss structure, this
algorithm determines all combinations of two triangulated subgraphs and checks
for crossing links w ithin the two parallel planes of the truss module.

1

Select the num ber of nodes s in Subgraph A so th a t s

v/2. Note : Subgraph

B m ust then contain v — s nodes.
2 Label all vertices 0; Set index k = v —1; Select Vertex 1 to be p a rt of Subgraph
B. The vertices corresponding to Subgraphs A and B will be stored subse
quently in the array P . The vertices are stored beginning at the last available
position in this array, thus P(v) = 1.
3 Perform Steps 4-7 beginning w ith i = v and decrease i by

1

for each subsequent

loop provided th a t i > s + 1 .
4 If i > k continue w ith Step 7. If i < k pick the first available vertex w ith
a non-zero label and continue w ith Step 5. If i = k pick the next available
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vertex w ith a non-zero label and continue w ith Step 5. If no vertex is available
then k = k + 1. If k < v repeat Step 4. If k = v then all possibilities have
been investigated for s nodes in Subgraph A. W hen s ^ v — s, then there are
remaining possibilities which can be investigated by repeating th e procedure
starting at Step 1 and assuming th a t Subgraph A contains v — s nodes (thus
s = v —s).
5 P ( i ) = vertex found in Step 4. If i ^ k then k — k — 1.
6

Add all vertices th a t are not represented in P and th a t have a larger label than
the vertex found in Step 4 to Subgraph A.

7 Increase the labels of all the vertices adjacent to th e vertex stored in P ( i ) with
the value i. Continue w ith Step 3 if the loop of Steps 3-7 is not completed.
8

Check whether the vertices stored in P(i), i = s + 1 ,..., v —2 are arranged such
th a t P(a) is connected to P(b) and P(c); and P(b) is connected to P (c ), where
a < b < c. The vertex in P ( a ) can be connected to only one more vertex
P (d ), where d > c, provided th a t one only one of the vertices P(b) and P(c) is
connected to P(d). If these conditions are not m et, then the sub-graph is not
triangulated an d /o r the corresponding plane contains crossing links. In th at
case reset index k to k = s + 1, label all vertices 0 and retu rn to Step 3.

9 Label all vertices 0 .
10

Perform Step 11-12 beginning w ith i = s and decrease i by
loop provided th a t i >

11

1

for each subsequent

1.

Store the first available vertex w ith the highest non-zero label in P(i)-

12 Increase the labels of all vertices adjacent to th e vertex found in Step

11

by

the value of i.
13 Check whether the vertices stored in P( i) ,i = l , . . . , s — 2 are arranged such
th a t they meet the conditions as described in Step

8

. If this result is negative,

then reset index k to k = s + 1, label all vertices 0 and return to Step 3.
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14 Check for vertices of degree 3 th a t are only connected to vertices of the same
plane. If such a vertex exists, reject the solution and continue w ith Step 4.
15 Check w hether the solution is identical to a previous solution. Do this by look
ing for a renumbering scheme for the graph th a t makes two solutions identical.
If no such scheme can be found, then proceed w ith Step 16, otherwise go to
Step 17.
16 List Subgraph A as vertices contained in P ( l ) , P ( 2 ),..., P ( s) and list Subgraph
B as vertices contained in P ( s + l),P (-s + 2), ...,P (v ).
17 Find alternative solutions. Thus, reset index k to k = s + 1, label all vertices
0 and retu rn to Step 3.
4 .5 .2 E x a m p le
The following example concerns the execution of the algorithm for the graph
of a six node truss structure, shown in Fig. 4.8. T he example follows the previous
algorithm in chronological order.

1

Select s = 3, since it is required th a t s m v/2.

2

Label all vertices 0 ; Set k =

3,4,7 Since i =
2,3,4,5 and

6

— 1 = 5; Set P ( 6 ) = 1.

and i > k, Steps 5-6 are skipped. Increase the labels of vertices

6
6

by the value ” 6 ” since they are adjacent to th e vertex stored in

P ( 6 ), which is Vertex 1 .
3,4,5 Since i — 5 and i — k, th e next available vertex w ith a non-zero label is picked
th a t has a higher num ber th an stored in P (5 ). Note th a t at this point P(5)= 0.
Pick Vertex 2. Thus, P (5 ) = 2.
6

This step requires no action at this point, since there is no available vertex
w ith a smaller label th a n Vertex 2.

7 Vertices 1,3,4,5 and

6

are adjacent to Vertex 2. Increase the labels of these

vertices by the value ” 5” .
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Fig. 4.8 Graph of a six-node truss structure
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3,4,5 Now i = 4 and i < k. The first available vertex is Vertex 3. Thus P(4) = 3
and £ = 5 — 1 = 4 .
6,7 Again, Step

6

requires no action. Step 7 leads to increasing the labels of Vertices

1,2 and 4 by the value ”4” .
8

The vertex stored in P(4) is Vertex 3. Since this vertex is indeed adjacent
to the vertices stored in P (5) and P ( 6 ) and there is no th ird vertex in this
subgraph th a t is adjacent to it, the vertices stored in P (4 )

P ( 6 ) form a

triangulated graph.
9,10 Reset all labels to 0 and set i = 3.
11,12 Pick one of the remaining vertices, e.g. Vertex 4. Set P (3 ) = 4 and increase
the labels of Vertices 1,2,3 and 5 by the value ” 3” .
10-12 Now i = 2 and P (2) = 5. The labels of Vertices 1,2,4 and
”

1 0 -1 2

6

are increased by

2” .

The last step of this loop gives : P ( l ) =

6

.

13 Vertex 6 , stored in P ( l ) is not adjacent to th e vertices stored in P (2 ) and P (3),
thus the vertices stored in P ( l) through P (3 ) do not form a triangulated graph
and the solution is rejected. Label all vertices 0 and set k = 4.
3.4.7 i =

6;

Since i > k and P ( 6 ) = 1, increase the labels of vertices adjacent to

Vertex 1 by ” 6 ” .
3.4.7 z = 5; Since i > k and P (5) = 2, increase the labels of vertices adjacent to
Vertex 2 by ” 5” .
3,4 z = 4; Since i = k, a vertex needs to be picked w ith a num ber higher than the
one presently stored in P(4). Pick Vertex 4, thus P (4 ) = 4.
14 Steps 8-13 lead to the conclusion th a t the vertices not stored in P ( 4) through
P ( 6 ) do not comprise a triangulated graph. The procedure continues with
the repeated operations of the loops contained in Steps 3-8 and 9-13 until the
contents of P ( l ) through P ( 6 ) is :

6

,5,2 ,4,3,1. At this point, the set formed
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by P ( 6 ) through P (4 ) and the set P(3) through P ( l ) each form a triangulated
graph. N either graph fails the check made in Step 14.
15-17 Since this is the first solution and therefore unique, no isomorphism check needs
to be made. The planes are : Vertices 2,5,6 (Plane A) and Vertices 1,3,4 (Plane
B). Set k = 4 , label all vertices 0 and find an alternative solution.
15 The next solution produced by the algorithm is :

6

,5,2 ,3,4,1 (stored in P ( l )

through P ( 6 )). However, this is not an acceptable solution since it results
in the sam e planes as the first solution. The algorithm proceeds until P ( l )
through P ( 6 ) has the following contents : 4,3,2 ,6 ,5,1. This solution is unique
since no renum bering scheme can be found such th a t it is identical to the one
found previously.
4 The algorithm continues until k becomes equal to v (i.e. k =

6

). At this point

all solutions have been found and the execution of the algorithm is term inated.

4 .6 P r o c e d u r e fo r S e le ctio n o f R e la tiv e L in k -L e n e th s

A truss module has the property th at it can be built out of links of two different
lengths. Theorems 4.1-4.4, discussed in Section 4.3.2, provide the basis for a proce
dure to verify th a t this property exists w ithin a given graph. W ithin this procedure
it is possible to determ ine which node lies on top of (or below) which other node,
given the graph of a truss module. This information can th en be used not only to
check for crossing links in the structure, but also to construct a three-dimensional
presentation of the truss module. As a result of this process th e length of each link
can be determ ined, given the length of the shortest member. However, since this
length is unknown in the conceptual design stage, the length of each link will be
determined relative to the length of the shortest member.
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The following algorithm, Algorithm D, will determ ine the relative link-lengths
for each graph th a t represents a truss module. This is carried out in three stages.
The first stage examines the graph for the properties described in Theorems 4.1, 4.2
and 4.4 of Section 4.3.2. The execution of this stage begins w ith generating a list
for each vertex of the graph. Each list contains all the vertices th a t satisfy Theorem
4.1 of Section 4.3.2 for the vertex associated w ith the list. For example, given a
graph and its two subgraphs A and B, the list for Vertex v in Subgraph A contains
Vertex w in Subgraph B when Vertex w is adjacent to all vertices in Subgraph B
th a t are adjacent to Vertex v. This means th a t, if the list for any given vertex is
empty, th en th e graph does not comply w ith Theorem 4.1 and therefore does not
represent a truss module.
Each list created in the first stage of the procedure contains the vertices th at
represent nodes th a t can lie on top of or below the node represented by the ver
tex th a t is associated w ith the list. In compliance w ith Theorem 4.2, two nodes,
represented by Vertices v and w, can only lie on top of each other when the list
for Vertex v contains Vertex w and the list for Vertex w contains Vertex v. The
algorithm removes inconsistencies to Theorem 4.2, by eliminating Vertex v in the
list for V ertex w, if Vertex w does not appear in th e list for Vertex v. Subsequently,
a dummy vertex, Vertex ” 0 ” , is added to the list for each vertex th a t complies with
Theorem 4.4. The graph then complies w ith Theorem 4.2, when it is possible to
pick one vertex in the list for each of the vertices of one of the subgraphs, such th at
no vertex is picked more then once. All possible selections are then passed on to
the next stage of the algorithm.
In th e second stage Algorithm D checks w hether each selection produced by
the first stage complies w ith Theorem 4.3, which states the necessary conditions for
preventing crossing links in each of the planes. Recall th a t each selection represents
the position of the nodes in one plane with respect to the nodes in the other plane.
Thus, a t this point a check can be performed as to w hether a selection would
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result in a structure w ith crossing links. Since Algorithm C already checks for the
occurrence of crossing links in each of the planes, Algorithm D only needs to check
for th e occurrence of situations as shown in Fig. 4.9
In the th ird and final stage, the algorithm constructs a three-dimensional pre
sentation of the truss module. First, the relative link lengths are determ ined based
on th e information obtained in the previous two stages. B oth planes of the module
are th en constructed. The top plane is then maneuvered into th e correct position
on to p of th e bottom plane. This construction is completed by adding all the links
th a t connect the top and bottom plane.
All possible selections of relative link-lengths for a given graph axe generated
by th e algorithm . This is achieved by generating all possible arrangem ents of ver
tices th a t are picked in the first stage of the execution of th e procedure. The two
subsequent stages are th en executed for each arrangem ent separately. The complete
algorithm is listed in the following subsection.
4 .6 .1 A lg o rith m D
Given a graph of a spatial truss structure and two of its triangulated sub
graphs, which represent parallel planes in the structure, this algorithm determines
the relative link-lengths for the corresponding truss module.
1 Pick a Vertex w. Proceed w ith Step 5 if all vertices have been picked in this
step.
2

Pick a Vertex v th a t is not in the same subgraph as Vertex w. If all possible
vertices have been picked then go to Step 4, otherwise proceed w ith Step 3.

3 If Vertex v is adjacent to all vertices in the same subgraph as Vertex v, th at
are adjacent to Vertex w, then add Vertex v to a list for Vertex w. R eturn to
Step 2.
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Plane A

^

—'

Plane B

Fig. 4.9 Situation where crossing links are present
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4 If the list for Vertex w is not empty, then return to Step 1, otherwise reject
the graph, since the resulting structure will consist of more th a n two different
lengths.
5 For each list do th e following : if there is a Vertex v in the list for Vertex w
such th a t Vertex w is not in the list for Vertex v then remove Vertex v from
the list for Vertex w.
6

For each vertex of the graph do the following. If a Vertex v connects to no
more then two Vertices x and y, which lie in another subgraph, th en , if Vertices
x and y are adjacent and there is no more then one vertex th a t is adjacent to
both Vertices x and y w ithin the same subgraph, then add Vertex ”0” to the
list for Vertex v.

7 Pick the largest subgraph and call it Subgraph A. Call the other, Subgraph B.
8

For each vertex in Subgraph A, select one vertex in the list for this vertex
w ithout picking any non-zero vertex more then once. Term inate th e execution
of this algorithm when all possible selections have been investigated and reject
the graph if none of them were acceptable.

9 Check th a t every vertex in Subgraph B th a t does not appear in th e selection of
Step

8

has a zero in its list. If the result is negative, then reject this selection

and return to Step

8

, otherwise continue w ith Step

10.

10 W hen there exists a vertex in Subgraph A for which vertex ”0” is picked in
Step

8,

while this vertex is connected to a vertex in Subgraph B th a t is not

selected in Step

8

, retu rn to Step

8.

In th a t case a node th a t does not lie

on top of any other node is connected to a node (not w ithin th e plane of in
which the first node lies), th a t does not lie below any other node. This is not
acceptable, since Theorem 4.4 cannot be satisfied. If such a situation does not
occur, continue w ith Step

11.

11 Adopt the following notation for Steps 11-15. Let Vertex u>,- be the vertex th at
was picked in Step

8

for Vertex u,-, where i is any integer in th e range 1 through
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the size of Subgraph A. Pick a set of two vertices in Subgraph A, Vertices v\
and v2, for which th e corresponding vertices, Vertices w 4 and w 2, are non-zero.
If all possible sets of two vertices have been picked, then accept the selection
made in Step
12

8

and go to Step 15, otherwise continue w ith Step

12.

If (ui, w2) and (v2, w a) are edges, then proceed w ith Step 8 . The corresponding
structure has crossing links.

13 If only one of the edges ( v 1} v 2) and ( w i , w 2) exists, then there m ust be a vertex,
Vertex v2, w ithin th e same subgraph as and adjacent to both Vertex v 4 and
Vertex v2; and a vertex, Vertex w4, w ithin the same subgraph as and adjacent
to both Vertex w 4 and Vertex w2, while none of the edges ( v i , w 2), (v 2 ,wi),
(v 3 , 1 0 4 ) and (t>4 , w 3) exist (in compliance w ith Theorem 4.3). If this is not
satisfied then re tu rn to Step

8

, otherwise proceed w ith Step 14.

14 If there are two vertices, Vertices V3 and v4, th a t are adjacent to both Vertex
Vi and Vertex v 2, then there cannot be a vertex, Vertex W5 , th a t is adjacent to
both Vertex w\ and Vertex w 2, while Vertex w$ 7 ^ Vertex tu3 (i.e. Vertex W5
is not the same as Vertex

103)

and Vertex w 5 7^ Vertex w4. Similarly, if there

are two vertices, Vertices u>3 and w4, th a t are adjacent to both Vertex w\ and
Vertex w 2, then there can not be a vertex, Vertex v5, th at is adjacent to both
Vertex v 4 and V ertex v2, while Vertex u5 7 ^ Vertex u 3 and Vertex v 5 7 ^ Vertex
v4. Continue w ith Step 11 if b o th requirements are m et. Otherwise, retu rn to
Step

8

since the structure, built according to the selection made in Step

8

, has

a node(s) th a t do not agree w ith Theorem 4.4.
15 Let i

j . Select all edges (u,-, w,) to be of unit length. Also, select all edges

(Vj,vj) and (Wi,Wj) to be of unit length, provided th a t (v{, wj) or (w{, vj)
exists. Let all edges (Vi,Wj) be of length -y/2 * (unit length), as well as the
edges (v i , v 2), (^ 3 , 1*4 ), (w i , w 2) and (w 3 , w 4), in situations as described in Step
13. The lengths of the remaining edges can be chosen either of unit length or
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* (unit length), while the length of th e edges (V{,Vj) and (w i , w j ) m ust be

identical.
16 Build Plane A (represented by Subgraph A) and Plane B (represented by Sub
graph B).
17 Pick a node of Plane A and translate Plane A in a direction th a t places this
node on top of the node in Plane B th a t corresponds to the selection made in
_____ CQ_____________________________________________________________________________
tiC p

18 Pick another node of Plane A and ro tate Plane A about the node picked in
Step 17 until the node picked in this step lies above its corresponding node, as
determ ined in Step

8

.

19 Pick yet another node of Plane A. If this node already lies on top of its corre
sponding node in Plane B, then proceed w ith Step 20. Otherwise, ro tate Plane
A over 180 degrees about the line between th e two nodes of Plane A th a t were
picked in Steps 17 and 18.
20

Place the two planes a unit length ap art and draw the links connecting them.
Proceed w ith Step

8

to find alternative solutions.

4 .6 .2 E x a m p le
The following example investigates the graph shown in Fig. 4.8, which was also
used as an example in Section 4.5.2. The leading num bers correspond to the steps
in the algorithm .

1

Pick Vertex 1 .

2 Two sets of vertices of triangulated subgraphs are : 2,3,4 (Subgraph 1) and
1,5,6 (Subgraph 2 ). Since Vertex 1 is in Subgraph 2 , pick a vertex in Subgraph
1 : Vertex 2.
3 The vertices th a t axe adjacent to Vertex 1 and do not lie in the same subgraph
as Vertex 1 are the Vertices 2,3 and 4. Vertex 2 is adjacent (or incident) to
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Vertices 2, 3 and 4 and is therefore adjacent to all vertices in th e same subgraph
as Vertex 2 th a t are adjacent to Vertex 1. Thus, vertex 2 is added to the list
for V ertex 1 .
4 After successive operation of Steps 2 and 3, the list for Vertex 1 contains the
Vertices 2,3 and 4. Since this list is n o t empty, the algorithm returns to Step
1.
5 The algorithm reaches this Step 5 after Steps 2-4 have been executed for all
vertices in the graph. At this point, th e list for each vertex contains the vertices
as shown in Fig. 4.10a. Step 5 does n o t alter this list since there is no Vertex
w th a t appears in the list for Vertex v, such th a t Vertex v is not in the list of
Vertex w (i.e. both
6

1

—> 2 and

2

—> 1 are present).

Pick Vertex 1. This vertex has more th e n two connections w ith another sub
graph so th a t vertex ”0” is not added to its list. This also applies to Vertex 2 .
Vertex 3 however, has only one connection to another subgraph and therefore
has a vertex ”0” added to its list. Similarly, vertex zero is added to the lists
for Vertices 4, 5 and 6 . The revised lists are shown in Fig. 4.10b.

7 Since b o th subgraphs contain the sam e amount of vertices, any of the two
subgraphs can be chosen as Subgraph A. Choose Subgraph 1.
8

One of the selections th at can be m ade is the following : 2 —> 1 , 3 —> 5 , 4 —> 6
(Node 2 lies on top of Node 1 , Node 3 lies on top of Node 5 and Node 4 lies on
top of Node 6 ).

9 All vertices of Subgraph B are present in the selection made in Step 8 , so th at
the algorithm proceeds with step

11.

11

Let v l = 2 and v2 = 3. Thus, ioI — 1 and w2 = 5.

12

Since (2,5) and (3,1) are edges of the graph, the selection made in Step 7 leads
to a structure w ith crossing links. R eject this selection and try to find another
by executing Step 7.
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Vertex

1

—

2

—

1
2

2, 3 , 4
1.5.6
1.5.6
1.5.6
2.3.4
2.3.4

3 —
4 —
5 —

6

Vertex

List

—

List
2,3,4
1,5,6
1, 5, 6,
1 , 5 , 6,
2, 3, 4,
2, 3, 4,

—
—

3 —
4 —
5 —

6

(a) basic List

—

0
0
0
0

(b) extended list

Fig. 4.10 List for each vertex of the graph in Fig. 4.4

2,6

2

5

1

3

1

(a)

5
. (b)

2

3

4

6

(c)

1

Fig. 4.11 Construction of a truss module
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15 After successive operation of Steps 8-11, the following selection is encountered
: 2 —> 6 , 3 —> 1 and 4 —> 5. This selection passes th e tests of Steps 9-14, which
means th a t the graph is acceptable since it represents a truss module. In Step
15 all links in Plane A and Plane B are selected to be of unit length, as well as
the links between

2

and

6

, 3 and 1, 4 and 5. The remaining links are of y/2 *

(unit length).
16 The construction of th e truss module begins by building Plane A and Plane B
of the module using links of unit length. The result is shown in Fig. 4.11a.
17 Pick Node
6

2

of Plane A and move Plane A so th a t Node 2 lies on top of Node

(see Fig. 4.11b).

18 Pick Node 3 and rotate Plane A about Node 2 until Node 3 lies on top of Node
1 (see Fig. 4.11c).
19 Pick the last node of Plane A : Node 4. Step 19 requires no further action,
since this node already lies on top of Node 5.
20 Place the two planes a unit length ap art and draw the links th a t connect them.
The result is shown in Fig. 4.l i d .
8

The algorithm is term inated after all selections, derived in Step

8

, are inves

tigated. At th a t point, th e algorithm has found two acceptable configurations
of truss modules th a t axe based on the graph shown in Fig. 4.8. Figure 4.12
shows these truss modules among all truss modules th at are determ ined using
this algorithm from all unique graphs of statically determ inate truss structures,
containing six nodes, which were identified in Section 3.5 of C hapter 3
4.7 R e s u lts

The procedure to generate truss modules, described in Section 4.6, has been
incorporated in a com puter program, which was w ritten in FORTRAN. This code
can be used to either generate truss modules or deployable truss modules, given
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NO TR U SS M O D ULES

Fig. 4.12 All graphs of statically determinate truss structures and the
truss modules they represent.
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the desired num ber of nodes in the structure. The num ber of links and the number
of transition links required to fold the structure are then determ ined based on the
facts th a t truss modules are generally statically determ inate and contain only the
minimum num ber of transition links. However, truss modules and deployable truss
modules th a t do not have these properties can also be generated by the program by
supplying it w ith th e desired number of links and transition links in the module.
The results have been compared w ith existing designs such as those shown in
Fig. 4.2. It has been shown to be possible to generate not only all known exist
ing designs th a t have the properties as listed in Section 4.2, b u t also to generate
alternatives to each design. As an example, Fig. 4.13 shows all possible statically
determ inate six-node truss modules th a t have three transition links, which is the
minimum num ber required to fold the structure. Although one of these 709 struc
tures is the (well-known) truss module shown in Fig. 4.14, a vast majority of these
structures have not been reported in the literature.
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CH APTER 5

G E N E R A T IO N O F A LL F O L D E D C O N F IG U R A T IO N S O F
D E P L O Y A B L E -F O L D A B L E T R U S S S T R U C T U R E S

5.1 O u tlin e

A deployable truss structure differs from other mechanisms in th a t it contains
joints th a t are locked in the deployed configuration of th e structure b u t allow the
structure to move to a stowed configuration when they are unlocked. The number
and locations of these joints can be determ ined w ith the techniques presented in
C hapter 2, which guarantees th a t the deployable truss structures are able to fold to
a configuration of lower dimension (a plane or a line). These techniques are based
on the assum ption th a t the structure is not prevented from attaining the stowed
configuration due to an inappropriate choice of link lengths and on the assum ption
th a t up to three degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) are available per joint. This chapter
concentrates determining whether a structure w ith given link lengths is able to fold
to a stowed configuration.
The relative lengths of the links in a deployable truss structure not only im
pacts the deployed and folded configurations, b u t also th e joints th a t can be used
to enable the transition between the two configurations. Special dimensions for
the links of a deployable truss structure may therefore result in deployed and folded
configurations th a t have very desirable characteristics, such as a repetitive geometry
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and efficient packaging, and which m ay also allow a transition between th e two con
figurations w ith fewer joints used a n d /o r joints supplying fewer degrees of freedom.
To identify the existence of these characteristics, all possible folded configurations
of a deployable truss structure m ust first be determined.
The following two sections discuss how all folded configurations of a truss struc
ture can be determined when the graph of the structure and the (relative) lengths
of the links are given. To this effect, Section 5.2 first discusses the properties of
deployable truss structures and how they are related to the properties of folded
configurations. By applying these properties, a procedure for the generation of all
possible folded configurations of a given deployable truss structure can then be for
m ulated, and this is discussed in Section 5.3. Once all folded configurations are
available it is then possible to determ ine w hether a given deployable structure has
certain special properties th a t may allow a reduction in its number of joints. This
final topic will be addressed in Section 5.4.

5.2 P r o p e r tie s o f F o ld e d C o n fig u ra tio n s o f T ru ss S tr u c tu r e s

Figure 5.1 shows a deployable tru ss structure and its graph. Note th a t the
graph in this figure has two types of edges : one type is displayed as a solid line
and the other as a dashed line. A solid line represents a link th a t is of a fixed
length. The dashed lines represent the tra n sitio n lin k s of the structure, links th a t
contain joints th a t are locked in the deployed position but otherwise provide the
necessary degrees of freedom to the structure to accommodate the transition to a
folded configuration. In the truss stru ctu re of Fig. 5.1 there are three such joints,
located along two diagonal members and one longitudinal member of the truss.
Figure 5.2 shows one of the folded configurations of the deployable truss struc
ture shown in Fig. 5.1, when it is folded to a plane. The transition from the
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A
(a)

Structure

(b) Graph

Fig- 5.1 A deployable truss structure and its graph
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deployed to the folded configuration (or vice versa) is due solely to the ability of
each transition link to vary in length, i.e. to change the distance between the two
end points of the transition link. This means th a t a transition link could be a fold
ing link (a combination of two links connected by one joint) such as in Fig. 5.1a;
a telescoping link (two links w ith a sliding joint) or any other device th a t allows
variation of the distances between the two end points of the link. It also means
th a t the transition links do not constrain the folded configuration so th a t the folded
configuration is dictated only by the (fixed) lengths of th e remaining links. Implicit
in this observation is the assumption th a t there is no lim itation on the range of
length variation perm itted by the transition links. The effects of this assumption
will be addressed in Section 5.4.
A transition link contains a t least one joint th a t m ust be locked-up in the de
ployed position of th e structure to ensure the stru ctu ral stability of the deployed
configuration. Each such joint requires a separate device or mechanism (called deployer) th a t deactivates the joint in coordination w ith sim ilar joints in the other
transition links of th e structure. An increase in the num ber of transition links there
fore results in a significant increase in the complexity of the deployer mechanism
for the deployable truss structure. Furthermore, each additional joint reduces the
load carrying capacity of the deployed configuration. Therefore it is desirable to
keep th e number of transition links in a deployable stru ctu re to a minimum.
To accommodate the transition of a spatial truss stru ctu re to a configuration
of lower dimension, such as a plane, the selection of transition links must be such
th at the deployable structure, in the absence of transition links, is not a spatial
truss structure and is not over-constrained in the folded configuration. In satisfying
these requirements, while minimizing the number of tran sitio n links, this leads to
the conclusion th a t the num ber of links of fixed length in the structure is equal to
the minimum num ber of links required to completely constrain the nodes in the
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A.E

F

Fig. 5.2 One of the folded configurations of the deployable
truss structure shown in Fig. 5.1a.
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folded configuration (see C hapter 2). A stru ctu re w ith this characteristic is called
a statically determ inate structure.
In summary, folded configurations of deployable truss structures have th e fol
lowing properties :
1. Transition links do not constrain th e folded configuration.
2. Removal of the transition links leads to a 2-dimensional statically determ inate
truss structure when folded to a plane and a 1-aimensional statically determ i
nate truss structure when folded to a line.
The following section incorporates the properties of folded configurations of truss
structures in a procedure for the generation of these configurations.

5.3 G e n e ra tio n o f F o ld e d C o n fig u ra tio n s o f T ru ss S tr u c t u r e s

Based on the discussion presented in the previous section, the folded config
uration of a deployable truss structure can be constructed by first determining
the packaged configuration of the stru ctu re w ithout the transition links and sub
sequently adding the transition links to this configuration. The first step of this
procedure can be accomplished by constructing the truss structure according to
a given assembly sequence for the structure. This sequence is determ ined in the
following sub-section.
5.3.1 A sse m b ly S e q u e n ce
Assuming th a t the links of a stru ctu re are pin-connected, exactly one link is
needed to constrain a given node on a line, two links to constrain th e node on
a plane and three links to constrain th e node in a three-dimensional space.

It

is noted th a t, although the assum ption is generally not valid for deployable truss
structures, it allows us to first construct the deployed and folded stru ctu re and th an
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to determ ine the joint orientations th a t accommodates the transition between the
two configurations. Now consider the planar truss structure in Fig. 5.3, which is
obtained from the folded configuration in Fig. 5.2 by eliminating the transition
links. Node C in this structure is connected to two other nodes. Thus, th e position
of Node C can be determ ined if the locations of th e two nodes to which it connects
are known. A similar observation can be m ade for each of the nodes to which
Node C is connected, and so on. Applying this to one, two and three-dimensional
structures, results in the following theorem :
T h e o re m 5.1
An ct-dimensional truss structure can be constructed consecutively only if
it is possible to elim inate from this structure all b u t a. of its nodes one
by one, such th a t each node connects to a other nodes at the tim e of
elimination.
Theorem 5.1 indicates th a t the truss structure constructed in this maimer is
not overconstrained and is therefore a statically determ inate truss structure. Fur
therm ore, the theorem implies th a t the sequence in which the nodes are eliminated
can be followed in reverse order to construct the structure. This sequence can be
determ ined using the following algorithm, which operates on the graph of a truss
structure.
1. Elim inate all edges of transitio n links.
2. E xtract the vertex of lowest degree as well as the edges incident to this vertex
(note, the degree of a vertex is equal to the num ber of edges incident to it).
3. Add the vertex extracted in Step 2 to the front of the list of previously extracted
vertices.
4. Continue w ith Step 2 until all vertices are eliminated.
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A.E

F.

Fig. 5.3 Folded configuration of the deployable truss structure
shown in Fig. 5.1a, with its transition links omitted.
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As an example, application of the algorithm to th e structure in Fig. 5.1 results
in the assembly sequence A B C F E D , although other sequences are also possible
since there is generally more than one option when executing Step 2 of this algo
rithm .
A given truss structure only complies w ith Theorem 5.1 when each vertex
picked in Step 2 is of degree a. Although m ost truss structures satisfy this criterion,
there are some statically determ inate truss structures th a t do not. This means th a t
Theorem 5.1 presents a necessary bu t insufficient condition for a truss structure to
be statically determ inate. An example of such a stru ctu re is the folded configuration
of the structure in Fig. 5.4. In this case, the configuration of the structure can
only be found by simultaneously satisfying the distance requirements between the
nodes. An exception can be made for the class of tru ss structures th a t are built
out of a t m ost two different link lengths. It will be shown in the next section th a t
the folded configurations of structures of this type can be constructed according
to the assembly sequence determined by the algorithm listed above, even when the
structure does not comply with Theorem 5.1.
5.3.2 C o n s tr u c tio n o f a F old ed C o n fig u ra tio n
The algorithm listed in Section 5.3.1 always leads to an assembly sequence in
which the first two nodes are connected to each other. The position and orientation
of the link connecting these nodes can be chosen arbitrarily, since this does not
effect the final folded configuration. Assume th a t th e th ird node in the sequence is
connected to the previous two nodes. The possible positions of the th ird node can
then be constructed using the technique dem onstrated in Fig. 5.5, which indicates
th a t for every additional node there are two possible positions on a plane. Figure
5.6 shows how repetitive application of this technique to the structure shown in Fig.
5.3, for which th e assembly sequence was given in Section 5.3.1, leads to all folded
configurations of this structure.
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(a) Structure

(b) Graph

(c) Folded configuration
(transition links not
displayed)

Fig. .5.4 A deployable truss structure of which its folded configuration
does not comply with Theorem 5.1.

Fig. 5.5 Construction of the possible locations of Node C
(C' and C"), which is connected to Node A by a
link of length L and to Node B by a link of length I.
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B

Fig. 5.6 Generation of all folded configurations of
the structure in Fig. 5.1, by following the
assembly sequence AB CFED (transition
links are not displayed)
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The technique dem onstrated in Fig. 5.6 may encounter th e following undesir
able conditions when adding a node to the existing sub-structure :
1. The added node is connected by more th an two links.
2. The added node is connected by two links to nodes th a t are fu rth er apart than
the combined length of the two links.
3. The added node is connected by two links of different lengths to two nodes th a t
lie on top of each other.
4. The added node is connected by two links of the same length to two nodes th a t
lie on top of each other.
5. The added node is attached to only one link.
In the first condition, the possible position of a node can be constructed using any
two of the links. T he position is th a n acceptable only when th e rem aining link(s)
fit between the existing nodes (including the added node). If no such acceptable
position can be found then the configuration must be eliminated. It is noted th a t the
la tte r also occurs w hen the second or third condition is encountered. Conditions 4
and 5, however, are more difficult since there are theoretically an infinite num ber of
options available in positioning th e particular node. This problem can be overcome
for truss modules, which are characterized by the fact th at they can be built with
links of unit-length and \/2* unit-length. As a result, a certain regularity can be
detected in the features of this type of truss structure. Therefore, a reasonable
assum ption is th a t th e folded configurations of deployable truss modules show a
similar regularity. This assum ption has lead to the following guideline for choosing
the location of a node of this type of truss structure when either Condition 4 or
Condition 5 is encountered :
Given a link th a t connects a fixed node to the node th a t encounters Condition
4 or Condition 5, all possible locations of the added node can be found by
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positioning the link such th a t the angle between this link and the link positioned
at the very beginning of the construction process is a multiple of 7r/6 radians.
Figure 5.7 dem onstrates how the previous guideline leads to the folded configu
rations of the deployable truss structure shown in Fig. 5.4, w ith its transition links
om itted.
5 .3 .3 P o s itio n in g o f T ra n s itio n L in k s
As discussed in Section 5.2, the locations of the end-points of transition links are
determined by the lengths and inter-connectivity of th e remaining links in the truss
structure. Procedures to determine these locations were discussed in the previous
two sub-sections. These locations are independent of w hether the transition link
is a folding link (combination of two links connected by one revolute joint) or a
telescoping link (combination of two links connected by one sliding or one screw
joint) or any other combination of links and joints.
Assuming th a t the transition link consists of a combination of two links and
one joint, the location of the transition joint can be determined using the technique
dem onstrated in Fig. 5.5. An exception is made when the transition link is a tele
scoping link in which case the joint is located along the line between the end points
of the link. In particular cases, such as when th e end-points of the transition link
coincides, th e techniques presented in Section 5.3.2 can then be used to determine
the position of the transition joint.
The location of the transition joint can only be found when the transition link
is of a known type and when th e relative lengths of the two links th a t form the
transition link are known. In the conceptual design stage, this information is often
not available or is incomplete. The following section discusses how the availability
of all folded configurations of a deployable truss structure could be used to select
the types of transition links in a structure.
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Fig. 5.7 All folded configurations of the structure in
Fig. 5.4 (transition links are not displayed)
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5.4 T y p e S e le c tio n o f T r a n s itio n L in k s

Each type of transition link has its own lim itations in length variation. For
example, the length from end-point to end-point of a folding link m ust be smaller
in the folded position th a n in the deployed position and the length of a single
telescoping link in its folded position should be between half and twice its length
in its deployed position. Given the folded and deployed configuration of a truss
structure, the relative change in length of the transition link can be determined
and m atched w ith the allowable ranges of all possible types of transition links. In
th e event th a t there is no such m atch, it can be concluded th a t the appropriate
type of transition link is not available and th a t the folded configuration is therefore
infeasible. However, if there are multiple m atches, then the designer has the option
to choose among them . In this way, the designer can influence th e number of feasible
folded configurations through choosing the num ber of transition link types.
A special situation occurs when the length of a transition link in the folded
configuration is equal to th e length of th e link in its deployed configuration. In this
case, th e transition link could first increase and then decrease in length (or vice
versa) during the deployment or folding of the structure. This case is, however, not
at all likely since it would m ean th a t th e m otion of this particular link is reversed
during the deployment or folding phase. Therefore, th e transition link is most likely
unnecessary and may be replaced by a link of fixed length, unless it is th e only
transition link in the structure. Although this is strictly an empirical observation,
extensive application of this rule has not lead to any contradicting results.
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5 .5 R e s u lts

The procedures to generate all folded configurations of a deployable truss struc
ture, described in Section 5.3, have been incorporated into a computer program,
which was w ritten in FORTRAN. This code has been used to generate all folded con
figurations of all six-node and selected eight-node truss modules th a t were created
using the techniques described in C hapters 2 and 4. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 summarize
some of the results produced by this code.
Table 5.1 shows th a t the procedures described in Section 5.3 generates folded
configurations for all truss modules th a t fold onto a line. However, no folded con
figurations were found for three of the 709 six-node truss modules th a t were created
w ith the techniques described in C hapters 2 and 4. Careful examination of these
modules, shown in Fig. 5.8, reveals th a t the module in Fig. 5.8a cannot be folded
onto a plane due to an inappropriate choice of relative link lengths, whereas the
remaining modules can only be folded onto a plane by going through a very com
plex folding sequence, resulting in highly irregular configurations such as the one
shown in Fig. 5.8d. Such truss modules are not likely to be candidates in a design
selection process, and it is therefore concluded th a t modules for which no folded
configuration can be found form an insignificant category.
Table 5.2 reveals th a t the number of folded configurations found for a particular
m odule reduces considerably when a constraint is placed on the length variation of
its transition links, e.g. when th e transition links of the module are either all folding
links or all single telescoping links. This is an im portant observation since the
introduction of such a constraint in the conceptual design process can significantly
reduce the effort involved in th e selection of the most desirable design from among
all available designs. This topic is discussed in detail in C hapter 7.
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(b)

(a)

(c)
Fig. 5.8 Deployable truss modules for which the techniques introduced
in Section 5.4 did not produce folded configurations (transition
links are displayed as dashed lines).
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Type of module

Number of modules

Total

0
transition links
eliminated (1)

6 nodes; 12 links;
3 transition links;
foldable onto a plane

709

620

86

0

0

0

0

6 nodes; 12 links;
7 transition links;
foldable onto a line

1474

1233

139

82

20

0

0

8 nodes; 18 links;
5 transition links;
foldable onto a plane

30,329

14,577

6,500

4,305

3,255

1692

0

8 nodes; 18 links;
11 transition links;
foldable onto a line

53,093

28,514

14,790

7,079

2,477

202

31

1
2
3
4
>4
transition links transition links transition links transition links transition links
eliminated (1) eliminated (1) eliminated (1) eliminated (1) eliminated (1)

(1) Number of modules in which could be folded even when the indicated number of
transition links were eliminated from the original concept.
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.Table 5.1 -Statistics on the elimination of transition links of deployable truss modules.
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Number of folded configurations
Number of
modules

Type of module

Total

all transition links all transition links all transition links folding
folding pairs
telescoping pairs
or telescoping pairs
(3)
(2)
(1)

6 nodes; 12 links;
3 transition links;
foldable onto a plane

709

5151

665

1467

3999

6 nodes; 12 links;
7 transition links;
foldable onto a line

1474

23616

736

26

6547

8 nodes; 18 links;
5 transition links;
foldable onto a plane

30,329

857,971

97,113

79,465

370,486

8 nodes; 18 links;
11 transition links;
foldable onto a line

53,093

2,990,912

33,092

100

276,465

(1) All transition links have a length ratio between 0 and 1 (length
ratio = ratio of length in deployed and folded configuration).
(2) All transition links have a length ratio between .5 and 2.
(3) All transition links have a length ratio between 0 and 2.

rP

Statistics on the number of folded configurations of deployable truss modules.
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CHAPTER 6

T H E O R Y O N J O I N T T Y P E S P E C IF IC A T IO N S I N T H E D E S IG N O F
D EPLO Y A BLE TRU SS ST R U C T U R E S

6.1 O u tlin e

The purpose of a deployable truss structure is to serve as a structure in its
deployed configuration and can yet be folded compactly onto a plane or even onto
a line. The conceptual design of a deployable truss stru ctu re m ust therefore fo
cus on the structural as well as the kinematic aspects of th is class of structures. In
Chapters 2-5 some of the structural aspects of deployable truss structures have been
discussed and procedures for the generation of conceptual designs of such structures
have been presented. Inherent to the approach taken, each design produced by the
procedures includes information on the geometry of the deployable truss structures
in the deployed and folded configuration and the locations of the joints th a t accom
m odate the transition between the two configurations. However, the designs do not
include information on the joint types nor the inter-connectivity of the joints th at
allow such a transition. The specification of these joints is the topic of this chapter.
During th e transition between the folded and the deployed configuration, a
deployable truss structure behaves like a mechanism. A frequently used medium
for representing the kinematic structure of a mechanism is a graph which indicates
which components in a mechanism are connected to each other w ith w hat type
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of joint. Therefore, the kinematic structure of a mechanism does not refer to the
structural aspects of a mechanism but instead is a description of its kinematic
composition.
Instrum ental in the derivation of the graph connectivity of the kinematic struc
tu re of a deployable truss structure is th e introduction of a graph th a t reveals all
possible joint connections. The construction of this type of graph, referred to as a
fu n d a m e n ta l graph, will be discussed in Section 6.2. Since the fundamental graph
generally reflects a larger number of joints th a n is needed for a deployable truss
structure, it can be used as a basis for the graph of the kinematic structure. Guide
lines for th e derivation of the graph of the kinem atic structure from the fundamental
graph are discussed in Section 6.3.
The specification of joint types in a deployable truss structure, a process known
as coloring of the graph of the kinematic structure, will be discussed in Section
6.4. This section first reviews the available joint types and the restrictions in their
application. The information is th an used to formulate a system atic procedure for
the coloring of the graph of the kinematic stru ctu re of a deployable truss structure.

6.2 F u n d a m e n ta l G ra p h s o f D e p lo y a b le T ru ss S tr u c tu r e s
6.2.1 D e fin itio n s
Figure 6.1a shows an example of a (planar) deployable truss structure. The
points of intersection of the links of this stru ctu re (a,b,c,d,e and / ) are called the
nodes of the structure and are assumed to be the locations of th e joints th at connect
the individual links. Figure 6.1b shows th e graph of th e kinematic structure of the
deployable truss structure given in Fig. 6.1a. The vertices and edges of this graph
correspond to the links and joints of the mechanism respectively. It should be
pointed out th a t the definition of the graph of th e kinematic structure is exactly
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th e opposite of the definition of links and joints in the graphs considered in the
previous chapters in which the nodes and links were represented by vertices and
edges.
The graph in Fig. 6.1b indicates th a t, in this particular design, links d and
/ ; and links c and e of the structure in Fig. 6.1a are not connected by a joint.
This conclusion could not have been m ade from Fig. 6.1a, which means th a t the
graph of the kinematic structure contains more information th a n can be obtained
by examining the schematic of a deployable truss structure. To facilitate th e tran 
sition between the schematic of a deployable truss structure and the graph of its
kinematic structure, a graph is introduced in which all possible joint connections
are represented. Such a graph will be referred to as the fu n d a m e n ta l graph of the
deployable truss structure and can be constructed by placing an edge between any
two vertices th a t represent links th a t have a common node. As an example, Fig. 6.2
shows the fundam ental graph of the deployable truss structure in Fig. 6.1a. Note
th a t this graph does not reveal w hat type of joint an edge represents. T he reason
for this is th a t th e joint selections can only be established once the fundam ental
graph is reduced to the graph of the kinematic structure.
6 .2 .2 C o n s tr u c tio n o f F u n d a m e n ta l G ra p h s
Construction of a fundam ental graph of a deployable truss structure according
to th e definition given in Section 6.2.1 generally results in a graph w ith a large
num ber of vertices and edges. For example, Fig. 6.3 shows th a t a relatively simple
(spatial) deployable truss structure results in a very complex fundam ental graph.
T he complexity of a fundam ental graph can be dramatically reduced by making
use of the characteristics of deployable truss structures. This leads to th e following
simplifications :
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e

a

f

(a) Planar deployable truss structure

(b) Graph of the mechanism in (a).
(R = Revolute joint)

Fia. 6.1 A deployable truss structure and the graph of its kinematic structure

a

f

e

d
Fig. 6.2 The fundamental graph of the deployable
truss structure in Fig. 6.1a.
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(a) Deployable truss structure
(b) Fundamental graph of the deployable
truss structure in (a)
F_ig^6.3 A deployable truss structure and its fundamental graph

<
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1. Deployable truss structures often contain combinations of links th a t are unable
to move relative to each other. A combinations of links w ith this characteristic,
referred to as a rigid fr a m e , is comprised of three links th a t form a triangle.
Joints connecting the links of a rigid frame are meaningless since they do not
add to th e mobility of the mechanism as a whole. Thus, a rigid frame can be
regarded as a single component of the mechanism and represented by a single
vertex in the fundam ental graph.
2. Deployable truss structures contain nodes th a t are incident to only two links.
However, to ensure th a t a deployed truss structure is structurally stable, each
node of th e structure m ust be incident to a t least three links (see Chapter 2).
Therefore, a deployable truss structure can only contain a node th a t is incident
to two links when the joint connecting the two links is locked in the deployed
configuration, thereby making the two links act as a single link. This joint
and the two links it connects, together referred to as a tra n sitio n link, can be
represented by one edge and two vertices in the fundam ental graph. However,
to simplify the graph, the transition link will be represented by a single vertex.
To indicate the special features of this link, all edges incident to the vertex
associated w ith this link will be displayed as dashed lines.
By representing each rigid frame and each transition link of th e deployable truss
structure as a single vertex, the fundam ental graph shown in Fig. 6.3b can be
reduced to th e graph in Fig. 6.4, showing immense simplification in the fundamental
graph.
By definition, the connectivity of the graph of the kinematic stru ctu re of a de
ployable truss structure can be derived from its fundam ental graph by eliminating
an appropriate num ber of edges of the fundam ental graph. Rules for the construc
tion of graphs of the kinematic structure from fundam ental graphs are described in
the following section.
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Fig. 6.4 Fundamental graph of the deployablG Ipjss structure
in Fig. 6.3a (simplified representation).
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6 .3 C o n s tr u c tio n o f G r a p h s o f t h e K in e m a tic S tr u c tu r e

6 .3 .1 G e n e r a l R u le

Figure 6.5a shows a situation where four links come together a t a given node.
Constructing the fundam ental graph of this open-loop mechanism, using th e ap
proach described in Section 6.2, results in a graph in which each vertex in the
graph is connected to each other vertex in th e graph, as shown in Fig. 6.5b. In
graph theory, a collection of vertices w ith this property is commonly referred to as
a clique [32]. Note th a t the num ber of joints needed to connect n links is equal to
n — 1 and th a t each link m ust be connected to one of the other links. The graph
theoretical term for such a graph is a tree [32], the m ain characteristic of which
is th a t it contains no loops. Thus, if a fundam ental graph is a clique, then the
associate graph of the kinematic stru ctu re can be obtained by eliminating all loops
of the clique while ensuring th a t each vertex is incident to at least one edge.
According to the definition of a fundam ental graph, each set of links a n d /o r
rigid frames th a t have one common node produces a clique. For th e purpose of this
investigation, a set of vertices will only be referred to as a clique when each frame or
link represented by a vertex in the set has a node in common w ith all other frames
a n d /o r links represented by vertices in the set. W ith this definition, a fundam ental
graph of a deployable truss stru ctu re contains as many cliques as there are nodes in
th e structure. Furtherm ore, th e fundam ental graph of a deployable truss structure
can be reduced to the associated graph of the kinematic structure by taking out
sufficient edges to eliminate all loops in each clique of th e fundamental graph. This
observation can be stated as follows :
R u le 6 .1 A fu n d a m e n ta l g ra p h c a n b e r e d u c e d t o th e g r a p h o f t h e k in e 
m a tic s tr u c tu r e b y r e d u c in g ea c h cliq u e in th e fu n d a m e n ta l g ra p h
t o a tr e e .
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a

b

d

(a) Mechanism

(b) Fundamental graph of the
mechanism in (a)

Fig. 6.5 A mechanism consisting of four links that come together at one
node, and its fundamental graph, a clique.
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In general, th e choices in eliminating edges from a fundam ental graph to con
form to this rule are arbitrary and will depend on the preference of the designer.
For example, reducing the fundamental graph of Fig. 6.5b could result in any one
of eight valid alternatives for the graph of the kinematic structure. Unfortunately,
there are no general guidelines to determine which of these choices is preferable for
all classes of mechanisms. On the other hand, for particular classes such as the class
of deployable structures, it is possible to formulate some guidelines for reducing a
fundam ental graph to the graph of the kinematic structure of the corresponding
mechanism. These guidelines will be discussed in th e next sub-section.
6 .3 .2 R e d u c t io n R u le s for D e p lo y a b le T ru ss S tr u c tu r e s

A deployable truss structure can be regarded as a collection of rigid frames and
single links. In general, the connections between these components can be divided
into the following two categories :
1. Single-point connections (i.e. connections between two links; a link and a rigid
frame; and two rigid frames th a t have one node in common).
2. Two-point connections (i.e. connections between two rigid frames th a t have
two nodes in common)
Figures 6.6a an d 6.6c show two situations of multiple connections of the first cat
egory; Fig. 6.6b shows a situation of multiple connections of th e second category;
and Fig. 6.6d shows a situation of multiple connections of the first and second cate
gory. Each situation can be represented by the fundam ental graph in Fig. 6.6e. The
reduction of th e fundam ental graph to a tree (the graph of the kinem atic structure)
is the objective of the following discussions.
Consider joining four links together as shown in Fig. 6.6a. A well known fact
in stru ctu ral mechanics is th a t structural weight can be minimized by establishing
the shortest load p ath for the forces in a structure. For a truss stru ctu re this means
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y

(a)

Four links connected
at one node
z

(t>) Four rigid frames
(c) Three links connected
connected at two nodes
at one node on a rigid
frame

(d) Four rigid frames connected
at three nodes
b

a

(e) Fundamental graph of the
mechanisms in (a), (b), (c)
and (d)

(g) Reduction of the graph in (e)
for the situations in (c) and (d).
(f) All four valid reductions of the graph
in (e) for the situations in (a) and (b)
Fig. 6.6 Connections of links and/or rigid frames, their fundamental graphs
and their graphs of the kinematic structure.
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th a t the load paths of all links th a t come together a t one node m ust intersect at one
single point. It also means th a t structural weight can be minimized by placing joints
between two links along th e load p ath of either link. The m ost obvious location
for these joints is the point of intersection of th e load p ath s, e.g. the center of the
node in Fig. 6.6a. However, the physical dimensions of links and joints prevents
the placement of multiple joints a t these points. In th a t case, the joints m ust be
offset from th e node, i.e. placed a t a small distance from the node b u t along the
link connecting to the node. Placing a joint along each link th a t is incident to a
given node will result in one joint too many. For example th e situation in Fig. 6.6a
would lead to four joints whereas only three are needed. By eliminating any one of
these joints, a situation arises where only one of the links is connected to all other
links. Thus, the graph of th e kinematic structure of the situation in Fig. 6.6a must
be one of th e graphs shown in Fig. 6.6f.
Although th e previous discussion focuses on multiple connections of the first
category, a similar observation can be made regarding combinations of rigid frames
th a t all share two nodes. This means th a t th e fundam ental graph in Fig. 6.6e of
the situation in Fig. 6.6b m ust also reduce to one of the four graphs in Fig. 6.6f.
The technique used in both cases to reduce th e fundam ental graph to the graph of
the kinematic structure can be formulated in a rule as follows.
R u le 6 .2 I f a ll e d g e s o f a cliq u e in a fu n d a m e n ta l g r a p h r e p r e se n t on ep o in t c o n n e c tio n s (o r all e d g e s r e p r e se n t tw o -p o in t c o n n e c tio n s ),
t h e n t h is cliq u e r e d u c e s t o a t r e e in th e g r a p h o f t h e k in em a tic
s t r u c tu r e , su ch t h a t o n e v e r t e x in th e t r e e is c o n n e c te d to all
o t h e r v e r tic e s in th is tr e e .

Rule 6.2 does not indicate the preference in selecting which vertex is to be
chosen to connect to all the other vertices in th e clique.

Rules indicating such
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a preference can only be established when th e vertices in the clique have distin
guishable properties, e.g. when some vertices represent rigid frames while others
represent individual links. Consider th e situation in which three single links are
connected to a rigid frame, as illustrated in Fig. 6.6c. Exam ination of Fig. 6.6c
leads to the conclusion th a t the preferable way to offset three joints from the node
is to place them along the single links, thereby creating a situation where the single
links each connect to the frame b u t not to each other (as indicated in Fig. 6.6g).
This observation is formulated in the following rule.
R u le 6 .3 I f a c liq u e c o n ta in s v e r tic e s r e p r e se n tin g rig id fr a m e s, th e n all
e d g e s in t h is cliq u e m u st b e e lim in a te d t h a t r e p r e se n t jo in ts b e 
tw e e n tw o lin k s.

T he th ird and last rule for the reduction of a fundam ental graph to the graph
of the kinematic structure focuses on situations involving two-point connections,
such as th a t shown in Fig. 6.6d. Based on th e discussion in the previous section it
can be concluded th a t three edges of th e fundam ental graph in Fig. 6.6e need to
be elim inated to arrive at the graph of the kinematic structure. Since th e graph of
the kinematic structure of the mechanism in Fig. 6.6d m ust be a tree, a t least one
of the edges m ust be eliminated from th e loop formed by Vertices a, b and c in the
fundam ental graph of Fig. 6.6d. Suppose the edge between Vertices a and b in Fig.
6.6d is eliminated. This means th a t there is no two-point connection between the
rigid frame b and the remaining mechanism, a situation th a t does not reflect th a t
the rigid frames a and b do indeed have a common link and are therefore necessarily
connected. A sim ilar observation can be made for the edge between th e Vertices
a and c, so th a t the only edge th a t can be elim inated in th e loop formed by the
Vertices a , b and c, in Fig. 6.6b, is th e edge between vertices b and c. Repeated
application of this technique to the fundam ental graph in Fig. 6.6d leads to th e tree
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in Fig. 6.6g. The following rule can be derived by extending the previous discussion
to loops consisting of more than three rigid frames.
R u le 6 .4 I f a c liq u e in th e fu n d a m e n ta l g r a p h c o n ta in s a lo o p in w h ich
o n ly o n e e d g e refle c ts a s in g le -p o in t c o n n e c tio n t h e n th is ed g e
m u st b e e lim in a te d w h e n r e d u c in g th e fu n d a m e n ta l g r a p h to th e
g ra p h o f th e k in e m a tic s tr u c tu r e .

Rules 6.2-6.4 cover all situations th a t occur in a fundam ental graph. However,
there axe still certain options available to the designer when reducing the funda
m ental graph to the graph of the kinematic structure. For instance, Rules 6.2 and
6.3 indicate th a t it is left to the designer to choose the vertex to which all others
are connected. Similarly, Rule 6.4 indicates th a t there is more th an one option in
reducing a clique if the clique contains several rigid frames th a t are connected to
each other by two-point connections. Nevertheless, Rules 6.2,6.3 and 6.4 minimize
the num ber of choices a designer has to make when reducing the fundam ental graph
to the graph of the kinematic structure according to Rule 6.1.
6 .3 .3 S y s te m a tic P r o c e d u r e for t h e C o n s tr u c tio n o f G r a p h s o f th e
K in e m a tic S tr u c tu r e

This sub-section provides a system atic procedure for the construction of the
graph of the kinematic structure of a deployable truss structure for which the
schematic (and hence, the geometry) is known. The procedure is based on the
discussions presented in Section 6.2 and the Sub-sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2, and is
formulated to readily facilitate implementation into an autom ated procedure. This
procedure is listed below.
1. List the sets of vertices th at represent frames an d /o r links th a t have a common
node. Note th a t each set forms a clique in the fundamental graph.
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2. Apply Rules 6.3 and 6.4 to eliminate edges from cliques identified in the pre
vious step.
3. If Step 2 reduces a clique to a sub-graph th a t is not a tree, then apply Rules
6.1 and 6.2 to each clique w ithin this sub-graph.
4. Apply Rules 6.1 and 6.2 to each clique, identified in Step 1, th a t was not
affected by Step 2.
5. Combine all vertices and the remaining edges into one graph. This graph is
the graph of the kinematic structure.
To illustrate its execution, the procedure is applied to the construction of the
graph of the kinematic structure of the deployable truss structure illustrated in Fig.
6.7a. This structure consists of four rigid frames (formed by the triangles A B C ,
A C D , C D F and D E F in Fig. 6.7a) and three transition links (formed by the lines
B D , B E and B F ). T he notation for the vertices representing each fram e and each
link is given in Fig. 6.7b.
The first step of the procedure, identification of cliques in the fundamental
graph of a structure, can be carried out by identifying all links and rigid frames
th a t have a given node in common. For example, Node D is p art of th e frames
represented by Vertices b, c and d as well as the link represented by Vertex e. Thus,
the Vertices b, c, d and e form a clique in the fundam ental graph. Repeating this
exercise for every node in the structure leads to th e cliques listed in Fig. 6.7c.
The cliques in Fig. 6.7c can be reduced to trees by executing Steps 2-4 of
the procedure. In Step 2, the application of Rule 6.3 leads to the conclusion th a t
all edges w ithin the clique at Node B th a t are not incident to Vertex a, must be
eliminated since Vertex a represents a rigid frame. As a result, the clique at Node B
reduces to a tree. The application of Rule 6.4 to Step 2, leads to the elimination of
the edge between Vertices a and c in the clique a t Node C as well as th e elimination
of the edge between Vertices b and d in the clique a t Node D. The clique at Node
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C thereby reduces to a tree, while the clique a t Node D does not. The end result
of Step 2 is displayed in Fig. 6.7c.
The clique at Node D is th e only clique th a t was affected in Step 2, b u t th a t
has not yet been reduced to a tree. Thus, the clique at Node D is the only clique
th a t is subjected to Step 3 of th e procedure. Figure 6.7c indicates th a t a t th e end of
Step 2 this clique has been reduced to a sub-graph th a t contains two smaller cliques,
i.e. a clique formed by Vertices 6, c and e; and a clique formed by Vertices c, d
and e. Application of Rule 6.3 to each of these cliques leads to the observation th a t
exactly one edge of each clique m ust be eliminated. This can only be accomplished
by elim inating the edge between Vertices b and e and the edge between Vertices d
and e. Elim ination of these edges reduces the subgraph a t Node D to a tree, as
indicated in Fig. 6.7c.
The only clique th a t has not yet been reduced to a tree is the clique a t Node F.
T he only rule in Step 4 of the procedure th a t is applicable to this clique is Rule 6.1.
Application of this rule leads to th e observation th a t one of th e two edges incident
to Vertex g m ust be eliminated from this clique. Since no other rules apply to this
situation, two options remain for the reduction of this clique, as indicated in Fig.
6.7c.
The fundam ental graph can be constructed by combining th e vertices and edges
of all cliques th a t were identified in Step 1 of the procedure. Similarly, the graph
of the kinematic structure can be p u t together by combining all trees th a t remain
a t the end of Step 4. W hen there is more th an one option in reducing a clique to a
tree, then all possible graphs of the kinematic structure can be found by combining
all unique perm utations of trees. Application of this technique leads to two possible
graphs of the kinematic structure of the structure in Fig. 6.7a. These graphs are
shown in Fig. 6.7d. It is noted th a t these graphs are incomplete in the sense th a t
they do not reveal w hat types of joints the edges represent. Specification of these
joints, i.e. graph coloring, is th e topic of the following section.
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6 .4 J o in t T y p e S p e c ific a tio n
6 .4 .1 A v a ila b le J o in t T y p e s

A deployable spatial truss structure can become a spatial mechanism by acti
vating (or unlocking) certain joints in the structure. In general, the m otion of the
resulting mechanism will describe a three dimensional trajectory when going from
a deployed to a folded configuration or vice versa. Joint types th a t allow this kind
of m otion (excluding those th a t allow separation of links) are presented in Fig. 6.8.
Revolute and p rism atic (slider) joints are among the most commonly used
joints and they allow a single degree-of-freedom (d.o.f.) of motion between the links
they connect. A nother single degree-of-freedom joint is the helix (or screw) pair
which establishes a linear relationship between the axial translation and the screw
rotation. This coupling is absent in the cylindrical pair so th a t this joint permits
two degrees of freedom. The Hooke's joint (or universal joint) allows rotations
in two independent directions between the connecting links, thereby creating two
d.o.f. Three d.o.f. are perm ited by spherical joints, which allow three independent
rotations; and plane joints, allowing one rotation and two independent translations.
The joints in a deployable truss structure can be divided into two categories
based on the intended use of the joints. These categories are :
1. Joints which can be activated (unlocked) and deactivated (locked).
2. Joints which are always activated (unlocked).
As defined in Section 6.2.2, joints of the first category only occur along tran 
sition links. These joints generally provide only one d.o.f. because the mechanism
required to lock up a joint w ith one d.o.f. tends to be less complex th an a mech
anism th a t locks a joint w ith two or three d.o.f. Joints of the second category are
not limited by the complexity of a locking mechanism and can therefore perm it any
num ber of d.o.f. of motion. However, as discussed earlier, it is desirable th a t joints
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in this category m aintain a given load p ath in the stru ctu re and therefore cannot
perm it m otion in the longitudinal direction of the link. This criterion excludes the
prism atic, helical, cylindrical and plane joints from the second category, leaving
only the revolute, universal and spherical joints as alternatives.
6 .4 .2 R e s tr ic tio n o n J o in t T y p e S e le c tio n

Given the num ber of links an d /o r rigid frames and th e joint types connecting
them , the num ber of independent d.o.f. of a mechanism can be determ ined using
the following ” degree-of-freedom equation” [46]:
F = X ( l - j - l ) + J 2 fi

(1)

i=l

where
F — num ber of d.o.f. of the mechanism
X = m obility num ber (3 for planar, 6 for spatial mechanisms)
1 = num ber of links (including ground)
j — num ber of joints
f i = num ber of d.o.f. perm ited by the i th joint
To enable the application of this equation, known as Gruebler's equation, to
the graph of the kinem atic structure of a deployable truss structure, the equation
is simplified as follows. Recall th a t each rigid frame and each remaining link is
represented by a vertex in the graph of the kinematic structure. Furtherm ore, each
transition link is also represented by a single vertex in th e graph so th a t the joint
along a transition link is not represented by an edge. As a result, all edges in the
graph of the kinem atic structu re of a deployable truss structure represent either
revolute joints, universal joints or spherical joints, which supply 1,2 and 3 d.o.f.
respectively. Equation 1 can then be w ritten as follows :
5er + 4eu + 3es = 6v -f- vt — F — 6
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(2)

where

er = num ber of edges representing revolute joints
eu — num ber of edges representing universal joints
e3 = num ber of edges representing spherical joints
v = to ta l num ber of vertices in the graph
v t — num ber of vertices representing transition links
F — num ber of d.o.f. of the mechanism
Consider the deployable truss structure in Fig. 6.9a. The graph of the kine
m atic structure, shown in Fig. 6.9b, indicates th a t this stru ctu re has four revolute
joints, three universal joints and two spherical joints. The graph also shows th a t the
deployable truss structure has three transition links since there are three vertices
(Vertices e, / and g) th a t are incident to dashed lines only. Substitution of er = 4,
eu = 3, es = 2, vt = 3 and v = 7 leads to the conclusion th a t the mechanism in Fig.
6.9a has one d.o.f. Inspection of this mechanism reveals th a t the loop consisting
of Vertices a, b, c and g represents a four-bar w ith three revolute joints and one
universal joint. According to Eq. 2, this four-bar has zero d.o.f. and is there
fore rigid unless the four-bar is either a B ennett mechanism [47] or moves within a
plane and can therefore be treated as planar. Excluding these cases, the inability
of this four-bar to move prevents the to tal mechanism from deploying or folding
completely. Therefore, a deployable structure can only fold and deploy completely
when every closed chain th a t is p a rt of the mechanism has a t least one d.o.f. This
leads to th e following requirement :
R u le 6.5 A d e p lo y a b le tr u s s s tr u c tu r e c a n o n ly fo ld a n d d e p lo y c o m p le te ly
w h e n e v e ry lo o p in its g ra p h o f th e k in e m a tic s tr u c t u r e re p r e 
s e n ts a m e c h a n is m w h ic h h as at least o n e d .o .f.
The num ber of d.o.f. of each chain in a mechanism can be determined using
either G ruebler’s equation, Eq. 1, or its derivative, Eq. 2. However, the drawback
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of these equations is th a t they do not reveal th e existence of d.o.f. th a t result
from particular combinations of joints. For example, a pair of spherical joints (one
a t each end of a link) results in one additional d.o.f. about the link’s longitudinal
axis. In general, this extra d.o.f. is unnecessary and therefore needs to be avoided in
deployable truss structures. A similar observation can be made for a combination of
two links and one joint, which has a spherical joint a t each end of the combination,
e.g. the combination formed by the edges incident to Vertex e in Fig. 6.9b. Again
this results in one extra d.o.f. since locking up th e joint in the middle reduces the
com bination to a single link with a spherical jo in t a t each end. Hence the following
requirem ent m ust be satisfied to avoid unnecessary d.o.f.’s in a mechanism:
R u le 6 .6 A b ra n c h le s s se c tio n o f a lo o p (i.e . o n ly th e v e rtic e s a t th e e n d
p o in ts o f th e se c tio n a re in c id e n t t o m o re t h a n tw o ed g es) in
th e g r a p h o f th e k in e m a tic s t r u c t u r e o f a m e c h a n is m , m u s t n o t
c o n ta in m o re th a n one ed g e t h a t r e p r e s e n ts a s p h e ric a l jo in t.
The num ber of d.o.f. of each joint in a deployable truss structure can be chosen
arbitrarily as long as the total mechanism has a t least one d.o.f. and Rules 6.5 and
6.6 are satisfied. The following sub-section provides a systematic procedure to aid
th e designer in making such selections.
6 .4 .3 S y s te m a tic P r o c e d u re fo r J o in t S e le c tio n
The prim ary purpose of the joints in a deployable truss structure is to accom
m odate deployment an d /o r folding of the structure. Hence, there is no need to
design a deployable truss structure w ith more d.o.f. th an the minimum number
required to meet this objective. The minimum num ber of d.o.f. of a deployable
truss structure is equal to one, unless in this case Rules 6.5 and 6.6 cannot be
satisfied. In general there are several combinations of joints of different types th at
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result in a deployable structure w ith a minimum number of d.o.f. However, prac
tical considerations, such as the complexity of joints of d.o.f. greater th an one and
their inherent production cost, dictate th a t th e param eters er , eu and e3 in Eq. 2
be chosen such th a t er is maximized (and e3 minimized). The selection of joints
in a deployable truss structure is also limited by the requirem ent th a t a revolute
joint must be present between two rigid frames th a t are connected at two points,
since this type of connection will only perm it one d.o.f. The following procedure
colors the graph of the kinematic structure so th a t it meets all these requirements
in addition to those given by Rules 6.5 and 6.6.
1. Select param eters er , eu and e3 such th a t er - f eu+ e s is equal to the to tal number
of edges in the graph; Eq. 2 results in F = 1; and er is at a maximum. Check
th a t er is larger th a n the num ber of two-point connections in the structure.
Otherwise increase F until a valid solution is found.
2. Assign a revolute joint to every edge th a t reflects a two-point connection.
3. D istribute eu universal joints, es spherical joints and th e remaining number of
revolute joints over the graph.
4.

Check th a t Rules 6.5 and 6.6 are satisfied. If not, repeat th e previous step. If
the joint distributions tried in Step 3 axe exhausted, select a different set of
param eters in Step 1 by reducing e r .
The procedure is employed to specify the joint types of th e deployable truss

structure in Fig. 6.10a. Note th a t th e (uncolored) graph of the kinematic structure,
shown in Fig. 6.10b, has seven vertices, of which three represent transition links;
and nine edges, of which three represent two-point connections. This means th a t a
selection of er , eu and e3 m ust satisfy 5er + 4 e u + 3es = 38; e r + e „ + e3 = 9 and
er > 3. Maximizing e r , while satisfying these requirements leads to the selection of
er = 4, eu = 3

and e3 = 2 in Step 1 of the procedure.
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Assigning revolute joints to edges representing two-point connections (Step 2
of the procedure) leads to th e graph shown in Fig. 6.10c. One of the possible
assignments of the remaining joint types to the edges of th e graph (Step 3) is
shown in Fig. 6.10d. However, this graph does not comply w ith Rule 6.5 (the loop
comprising of Vertices a, c, d and

e

represents a chain w ith less th a n one d.o.f.)

and does also not comply w ith Rule 6.6 (the two edges connecting Vertices b, d and
g both represent spherical joints). Successive execution of Steps 3 and 4 leads to
all 72 valid solutions for the selection picked in Step 1. One of these solutions is
indicated in Fig. 6.10e.
6.5 R e s u lts
The procedures for the construction and coloring of graphs of the kinematic
structure of deployable truss structures, described in Sections 6.3 an d 6.4, have been
incorporated in a com puter program which was w ritten in FORTRAN. Tables 6.1
and 6.2 summarize some of the results, produced by this code, for six- and eightnode deployable truss structures th a t were created using the techniques presented
in C hapters 2-4.

These tables indicate th a t it is always possible to produce a

joint assignment (i.e. a colored graph of the kinematic structure) for a deployable
structure such th a t it has one degree of freedom during deployment and retraction.
Furtherm ore, th e num ber of unique joint assignments, from which a designer can
choose, proves to be enormous. Hence, there is a need for a system atic approach to
determ ine th e joint assignments th a t are m ost favorable. This topic is addressed in
the following chapter.
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Number of graphs of the
kinematic structure.
Type of module

Number of
modules

Uncolored

Colored

6 nodes; 12 links;
3 transition links;
foldable onto a plane

709

13,710

688,109

8 nodes; 18 links;
5 transition links;
foldable onto a plane

30,329

969,821

48,675,586

Table fi 1 Statistics on the number of graphs of the kinematic structure of deployable truss modules.
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Type of module
Total

Number of modules
with
with
with
with
with
with
1
0
2
3
4
>4
spherical joints spherical joint spherical joints spherical joints spherical joints spherical joints
(F=1)
(F=1)
(F=1)
(F=1)
(F=1)
(F=1)

6 nodes; 12 links;
3 transition links;
foldable onto a plane

709

8

246

275

159

18

3

8 nodes; 18 links;
5 transition links;
foldable onto a plane

1474

49

244

7,504

15,253

6,859

420

T ahle fi P Statistics on the number of spherical joints in deployable truss modules.
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CHAPTER 7

A N E X P E R T S Y S T E M A P P R O A C H T O T H E S E L E C T IO N O F
C O N C E P T U A L D E S IG N S O F D E P L O Y A B L E -F O L D A B L E T R U S S S T R U C T U R E S

7.1 O u tlin e

Techniques for the generation of conceptual designs of deployable-foldable truss
structures, introduced in C hapters 2-6, lead to th e creation of an enormous number
of conceptual designs. As an example, th e deployable truss structures shown in
Fig. 7.1 are only two of the 18,543 conceptual designs w ith six nodes and twelve
links th a t were created using these techniques. Although the availability of a large
num ber of alternative designs is generally considered an asset, a designer is only
interested in the design th a t best serves the application a t hand. Selecting such a
design among a large num ber of designs can be cumbersome, since it involves the
evaluation and comparison of each available design. However, a designer can be
alleviated from the burden of design selection by autom ating th e selection process.
Recent developments in mechanism design [27-31] suggest th a t this can best be
achieved using computer program s th a t are referred to as expert system s. The
flexible architecture of expert systems allows a designer to easily implement and
alter a set of criteria used in the design selection. This has the advantage th a t the
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designer can concentrate on defining these criteria and leave the design selection to
the expert system.
The following section gives a general introduction of expert systems and de
scribes the steps involved in the formulation of an expert system used for the design
selection of deployable truss structures. This section is followed by Sections 7.3 and
7.4, which discuss selection criteria for deployable truss modules and how these cri
teria can be implemented in a selection process as carried out by an expert system.
This article is then concluded w ith examples concerning the application of an expert
system and a general discussion of the results achieved.

7.2 D e sig n S e le c tio n U sin g E x p e r t S y ste m s

An expert system is a construction of com puter programs th a t axe utilized
to make decisions based on available data. These decisions are inspired by the
knowledge of an expert system on a subject concerning the application for which
the expert system is used (e.g. the selection of conceptual designs of deployable
truss structures).

The knowledge of an expert system, generally referred to as

a knowledge base, m ust be provided by an expert to the developer of an expert
system in the form of a set of ru les, i.e. a collection of conditions and the actions
to be taken if the conditions are m et. An expert system th a t does not contain any
knowledge is referred to as a shell. Since shells are commercially available, the
developer of an expert system only needs to concentrate on gathering knowledge on
a given application of th e expert system and on defining the rules th a t will embody
this knowledge.
Figure 7.2 shows a schematic of the d ata flow in an expert system suitable
for design selection. In this case, the knowledge base of the expert system consists
of rules for the selection of conceptual designs. These rules determine whether a
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given design meets certain criteria th a t are imposed by a designer in an attem p t to
solve a particular design problem. If the design is acceptable, additional rules are
applied to satisfy criteria th a t demand th a t the best solution to the design problem
be found. Hence, a given design could be subjected to evaluation more th an once
during th e execution of an expert system , as is indicated in Fig. 7.2. An im portant
advantage of expert systems is th a t the design selection can be easily influenced by
either adding or subtracting rules, or by prioritizing certain rules. Thus, rules can
be tailored to suit a given application. Furthermore, a designer can m anipulate the
rules in order to determine the effect of a particular criterion on the design selection.
The schematic shown in Fig. 7.2 will be used as the basis of an expert system,
developed in this chapter, for the selection of the most favorable conceptual design
of a deployable truss structure for a given application. The expert system strictly
deals w ith applications where the deployable truss structure serves as one of many
identical modules th a t together form a much larger deployable truss structure, as
illustrated in Fig.

7.3.

The selection criteria for these types of structures are

discussed in the following section. These criteria, which form the basis of the rules
for the design selection, will be discussed in Section 7.4.

7.3 S e le c tio n C r ite r ia fo r D e p lo y ab le T ru ss S tr u c tu r e s

The selection of a conceptual design involves the comparison of available designs
and the rejection of those designs th a t have less favorable characteristics.

The

decision to reject a design must be based on certain rules th a t establish w hether a
particular characteristic of a conceptual design of a deployable truss structure is less
favorable th an a characteristic of another design. Although the set of rules used
in the selection process is different for each application of large deployable truss
structures, each such set focusses on satisfying one or more of the following criteria:
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A P PLIC A TIO N

C O N C E P T U A L D E SIG N S

C R ITE R IA

E X PE R T S Y STEM
R ULES

C O M P A R IS O N OF
T W O D E SIG N S

B E ST DESIG N

Fig. 7.2 Schematic of an expert system used for design selection
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(1) M inimum storage space
(2) Favorable deployment characteristics
(3) M inimum weight
(4) M axim um rigidity in the deployed configuration
It should be noted th a t it is not always possible to find a conceptual design th a t
meets all the criteria imposed by a given application. In such a case, compromises
m ust be made to obtain the best candidate for a given application. For example, a
designer could allow an additional ten percent of weight in return for more favorable
deployment characteristics.
The objectives, presented above, form th e basis of rules for the selection of
designs of deployable truss modules. However, these rules can only be formulated
when the relationships between each objective and th e characteristics of a deployable
truss module are known. These characteristics m ust be determined from the con
ceptual design of a deployable truss structure, which merely includes a description
of the deployed and folded configuration as well as the joints and joint connectiv
ity. Hence, no information is available on characteristics th a t only can be obtained
from detailed analyses of each individual truss structure (e.g. of the deployment
dynamics, static deformations a n d /o r vibrations), since these analyses are very time
consuming and are therefore not carried out as p art of a selection process involving
a large num ber of design concepts. Nevertheless, an attem pt can be made to derive
these characteristics through close exam ination of the remaining characteristics of
each conceptual design.
The following section discusses the relationships between th e characteristics of
deployable truss structures and the criteria of the selection process for this type of
structures. Through these relationships, rules for the selection of conceptual designs
are formulated.
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7.4 R u le s fo r th e S e le c tio n o f C o n c e p tu a l D e sig n s

Rules for the selection of conceptual designs of deployable truss modules, for
m ulated in the following sub-sections, lead to the rejection or acceptance of a con
ceptual design based on an evaluation of its characteristics. A designer can control
the design selection process by prioritizing and or om itting certain rules, thereby
tailoring the selection process to suit a particular application. Hence, the decision
to apply a given rule lies w ith the designer, who must decide w hether the rule is
applicable to the design problem under consideration.
For simplicity, it is assumed th a t only conceptual designs generated using the
techniques reported in C hapter 2-6 (e.g. the modules shown in Fig. 7.1), are avail
able. It is further noted th a t each rule concentrates on a certain aspect associated
w ith a one of the criteria listed in the previous section. The rules listed below are
not unique, b u t they have proven to be sufficient in selecting designs th a t meet one
or more of the criteria listed in Section 7.3
7.4.1 M in im u m S to ra g e S p ace
A deployable truss structure is either foldable to a plane or, at times, to a line.
Due to the absence of information on the cross-sectional dimensions of the links,
the storage space required for a deployable truss structure can only be expressed
in term s of the area or length occupied by the folded configuration on the plane
or line to which it is folded (see Fig. 7.4). Nevertheless, observations concerning
the height of the package in Fig. 7.4a can be made by determining the maximum
num ber of links th a t cross each other in the folded configuration, thereby indicating
the num ber of links th a t are stacked on top of each other. Similarly, observations
can be made concerning the radius of the package in Fig. 7.4b by determining the
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m axim um number of links th a t lie on top of each other a t any given point along
th e length of the package.
The previous discussion leads to the form ulation of the following rules which
can be applied to determine which of the available conceptual designs requires the
least storage space:

requires a larger area to store it on a plane or a larger length to store it
on a line.
R u le 7.2 Given two designs, reject the design which, in its folded configuration, has
the largest num ber of links crossing any one link of the module.
It should be noted th a t Rule 7.2 m ust be applied w ith caution since there is
no guarantee th a t the application of this rule does not lead to th e elimination of
valuable designs. Furtherm ore, when calculating the area of a structure th a t is
folded onto a plane, consideration m ust be given to requirements concerning the
transportation of the folded configuration. For example, consider a truss structure
for which the folded configuration is shown in Fig. 7.5a. To facilitate its trans
p ortation, the folded truss could be w rapped in plastic foil, placed in a cylinder
or box, or placed in any other type of storage medium. W hen th e configuration
is w rapped in foil, th e storage area should be calculated by determining the area
enclosed by the lines describing the shortest circumference around the configuration
(Fig. 7.5b). Similarly, for a folded truss stru ctu re th a t is packed in a cylinder (or
box), the storage area is equivalent to th e smallest circle (or rectangle) th a t encloses
the folded configuration (Figs. 7.5c and 7.5d).
Implicit in the formulation of Rules 7.1 and 7.2 is the assum ption th a t each
deployable truss module has comparable overall dimensions. This is true for all
modules generated w ith the techniques introduced in Chapters 2-6, since each mod
ule consists of links of unit length and \/2 * unit length. However, depending on the
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(a)

Truss module that folds onto a plane

(b) Truss module that folds onto a line

Fig. 7.4 Two truss modules and their packaged configurations
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(a) Folded configuration of a
deployable truss structure

(c) Smallest circle enclosing
the configuration in (a).

(b) Lines decribing the shortest
distance around the
configuration in (a).

(d) Smallest box enclosing
the configuration in (a).

Fig. 7 .5 Three different methods of determining the area of the
folded configuration of a deployable truss structure
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relative placem ent of nodes, not all modules have the sam e height as expressed in
term s of u n it length. This difference has implications on th e storage space and/or
weight of a deployable truss structure. For example, by leaving the height un
changed, the storage area and weight of a deployable tru ss structure increases if
it uses modules of less height since more modules are needed to create a mast as
in Fig. 7.3a. By increasing the height to th a t of other m odules, the storage area
increases quadraticly when it is folded to a plane while th e weight of the structure
remains almost unchanged (see Section 7.3.3). Hence, extrem e caution must be
taken when com paring two modules of different height.
7 .4 .2 F a v o ra b le D e p lo y m e n t C h a r a c te ris tic s
C haracteristics related to the deployment of a deployable truss structure focus
on the m otion of the individual components during the deployment (or folding).
Observations can be m ade concerning the motion of a component by determining the
change in position and orientation between the folded an d deployed configuration
of the structure. For example, consider the deployable tru ss structure in Fig. 7.1a.
Close exam ination of this figure reveals th a t, during deployment, the top plane
(made up by Nodes A , B and C ) of the structure must ro ta te 0 degrees about the
z-axis and 180 degrees about an axis perpendicular to th e z-axis. Implicit in this
observation is th e assum ption th at the rotation angles show a continuous increase
during deployment, i.e. the angles do not increase to more th a n

0

and 180 degrees

respectively and then decrease to assume their final values. This assum ption will
be m aintained for all deployable truss structures due to the lack of a complete
deployment analysis for each of these structures.
The energy needed to deploy a structure is assumed to be proportional to the
rotation angles of the top plane of a module and the translations of the top plane
in the direction of deployment. In these cases, the energy could be estim ated using
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the following expression, which is a linear com bination for the energies needed for
each direction in which th e top plane of a module is tran slated or rotated.

E = (1 + ce)(a id z + a,2dxy + a , ^ z -+■a ^ x y )

(1)

where
E : Energy needed for deployemnt
d z : translation in z-direction
dxy : translation in a direction perpendicular to th e z-axis
<j>z : rotation angle about z-axis
<j>xy : rotation angle about an axis perpendicular to the z-axis
ce : correction factor for elastic deformation (>

0

)

a , : empirically obtained param eters, i = 1, ..4
It is noted th a t, although Eq.

1

is useful in the com parison of designs of deployable

truss structures, conclusions can only be based on large differences in the outcome
of the equation. However, the accuracy of th e equation improves when comparing
two structures th a t have approxim ately the same values for dz and dxy and th a t
only require rotation about th e z-axis [<j>xy =
an axis perpendicular to th e z-axis (4>~ =

0 ),

0)

or only require rotation about

since a conclusion is less sensitive to

inaccuracies of the empirically determined param eters.
Another discrim inating factor in the comparison of conceptual designs of de
ployable truss structures is the number of links in a stru ctu re th a t contain joints
along their lengths. These links, referred to as tran sitio n links, can be recognized by
the fact th a t the joints located along their links causes th e structure to be unstable
in its deployed configuration unless the joints are equipped w ith locking mechanisms
th a t secure the joints w hen th e structure is deployed. T he num ber of transition links
in a structure is an indication of the complexity of the supplem ental mechanism th a t
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is required for folding the structure, since each lock m ust be released (activated)
before folding can take place. Therefore, th e fewer the number of transition links,
th e easier it is to initiate folding of a structure, and the less complex is the folder
or deployer mechanism.
In cases where the driving force of the deployment of a deployable truss struc
tu re is applied only in one direction, transition links in the direction perpendicular
to the direction of deployment will only indirectly receive the energy th a t is needed
for deployment. For example, it can be assumed th a t the module in Fig. 7.1a is
deployed by a force (or moment) along th e longitudinal axis of the m ast. Therefore,
th e force acting on a transition link situated in one of the two parallel planes of the
module is brought about by the tendency of th e longitudinal links of the module
to straighten. This force decreases when each longitudinal link comes closer to its
final position, so th a t th e force on the longitudinal link must increase to ensure th a t
the transition link deploys fully. To reduce the chance th a t a structure does not
completely deploy, transition links in directions perpendicular to the deployment
m ust be limited.
Summarizing, the following rules can be applied in the selection process to
ensure th a t a chosen design has favorable deployment characteristics :
R u le 7.3 Given two designs, reject th e design th a t needs more energy to deploy.
R u le 7.4 Given two designs, reject th e design th a t uses more transition links.
R u le 7.5 Given two designs, reject th e design th a t contains more transition links in
a direction perpendicular to the direction of deployment.

7 .4 .3 S tr u c tu r a l W e ig h t
The structural weight of a deployable truss structure is comprised of the weight
of the links and nodes in the structure. Nodes th a t are located at the intersections of
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the links will be aggregated to include the joints between the individual links. Hence,
the weight of each individual node is m ade up of the weight of rigid connections,
joint connections and, if applicable, locking mechanisms located a t the node. The
contribution of each of these components to the to tal weight can be established
empirically, thereby allowing a rough estim ate of the to tal weight of the structure
using the following equation:
W = a l + fa r + f a j + fo jl

(2 )

where
W : total weight
Z : # of links
r : # of rigid connections
j : # of joints
j i : # of joints equipped w ith locking mechanisms
a ,/3 i

: empirically obtained param eters

It is noted th a t the nodes of a structure generally represent the majority of
the total weight of the structure. Among th e components of the nodes, the joints
are in most cases heavier than rigid connections and locking mechanisms are even
heavier th an joints. In these cases the param eters in Eq.
: a < (31 <

/?2

2

are related as follows

< /?3 . It should also be noted th a t Eq. 2 is not effected by the

lengths of the individual links of a deployable tru ss module, nor th e dimensions of
the module itself. The effects are ignored since th e dimensions of each module are
considered comparable (see Section 7.3.1).
Summarizing, the objective of finding a deployable truss structure which has a
m inimum weight can be realized using the following rule:
R u le 7.6 Given two designs, reject the heavier design.
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7 .4 .4 S tr u c tu r a l R ig id ity
The ability of a deployable truss structure to w ithstand external loads is not
only affected by the material and cross-sectional properties of the individual mem
bers, bu t also by the configuration of the truss structure, i.e. the inter-connectivity
and lengths of the individual links; and the num ber, type and location of joints in
th e structure. The effect of the configuration on th e rigidity of a deployable truss
structure depends on the type of loading th a t is expected when the truss structure
is deployed. Given the type of loading, observations can be made regarding the
effectiveness of the structure in carrying the load.
Joints, even those th at are locked when the structure is deployed, have a ten
dency to weaken the deployed configuration, since each joint interrupts the load
p a th of an external load. To minimize this effect, an attem p t m ust be made to re
duce th e num ber of joints, the number of degrees of freedom provided by the joints
and the number of degrees of freedom provided by the joints to any one link of the
deployable truss structure. For example, of the two links shown in Fig. 7.6, Link A
will have the lowest buckling load.
Summarizing, the objective of finding a deployable truss structure which has a
m aximum rigidity can be realized using the following rules:
R u le 7 .7 Given two designs, reject the design which contains more joints.
R u le 7 .8 Given two designs, reject the design which contains a larger number of
degrees of freedom provided by the joints.
R u le 7.9 Given two designs, reject the design which contains a link th a t has more
degrees of freedom available th an any link of the other design.
R u le 7.10 Given two designs, reject the design th a t has more transition links th a t
are subject to compression.
R u le 7.11 Reject a design if it contains prism atic joints.
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Fig. 7.6 Schematic of two links that are embedded in a deployable
truss structure (R=revolute joint; U=universal joint; arrows
indicate hinge angles).
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The discussion in the previous sub-sections has concentrated on the formulation
of rules for th e selection of conceptual designs of deployable truss modules. The
im plem entation of these rules in an expert system is th e topic of the next section.

7.5 E x p e r t S y s te m F o r m u la tio n

For this research, a CLIPS-shell [48,49] was chosen as the basis of an expert
system for th e selection of conceptual design of deployable truss structures.

It

should be pointed out, however, th a t any other shell would have been adequate
provided th a t the schematic shown in Fig. 7.2 could have been implemented. As
an illustration of the d ata preparation and knowledge base representation required
for this particular expert system environment, consider the two designs in Fig. 7.1
of which the characteristics are determined in accordance w ith the discussions in
Section 7.4. Let their characteristics be defined as follows:
(Design

1

: nodes 6 , links 12, area 1.5)

(Design

2

: nodes

6

, links

12,

area 1.2)

T he following lines define Rule 7.1 in this particular expert system environment:
(defrule miniimim-area
? fd a tl <— (Design ?num berl ?? area ?areal)
?fdat2 <— (Design ?number2 ?? area ?area2)
test ( ^ ?num berl ?num ber 2 )
te st(> ?areal ?area 2 )

retract ?fdatl)
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The rule defined above carries the name ” minimum-area” and assigns the char
acter strings of two designs (stating its characteristics) as variables ” ?fd a tl” and
” ?fdat2” (e.g. ” ?fdatl” is equivalent to th e character string "(Design 1 : nodes 6 ,
links 12, area 1.5)”). By recognizing variables identified w ith one question mark as
single field variables and variables identified w ith two question marks as multiple
field variables, this rule assigns the value ” 1” to ?num berl, ”2” to ?number2, ” 1.5”
to ?areal and ” 1.2” to ?area2, when applied to th e strings listed above. The rule
then tests whether two distinct designs are being compared and then determines if
?areal is greater than ?area 2 . Since this is true, the rule proceeds with eliminating
the string assigned to ? fd a tl, which means th a t Design

1

is rejected.

The previous two sections have concentrated on the formulation and imple
m entation of rules in an expert system th a t is used for design selection. It should
be pointed out, however, th a t whether a given rule is used in the design selection
depends on the application in which the design is to be used. Examples are provided
in the following section.

7.6 D esig n S e le c tio n U sin g E x p e r t S y s te m s . E x a m p le s

In th e following two sub-sections, examples are given for the application of an
expert system in the design selection of deployable truss modules. The modules
th a t are subjected to evaluation are those th a t were generated using the techniques
described in Chapters 2-6, which is our source for such structures. Each example
involves the selection of a set of rules deemed appropriate to the application of the
deployable truss module. However, no claim is m ade th a t another selection of rules
would have been inappropriate.
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7.5.1 E x a m p le 1
A deployable truss structure is to be designed to serve as an erectable com
munications tower.

Since this structure is m eant to function under emergency

conditions, th e structure m ust be capable of w ithstanding significant bending mo
ments as caused by wind and earthquakes. To allow a wide range of applications,
the structure m ust be easy to deploy and light-weight. The storage area of this
structure is considered of minor importance.
A designer could make the assum ption th a t th e m ast is built out of modules
th a t each have three links in longitudinal direction (e.g. the modules shown in Fig.
7.1). A first a tte m p t to find the best solution to th e design problem could be made
by first applying Rules 7.7-7.11 and then Rules 7.3-7.6 to conceptual designs of
which the module folds onto a plane. Selecting ce = 0 (no deformation of the links
during deployment), ai = a 3 = 10 and a 2 = a 4 = 1 in Eq.

1

(thereby penalizing

rotations about and translations in the direction of an axis perpendicular to the
vertical direction of the m ast); and a = /?i = 1,

/?2

= 2 and

/?3

= 4 in Eq.

2

,

the expert system produces the deployable truss module in Fig. 7.7 as the best
solution. Applying the same rules to conceptual designs of modules th a t fold onto
a line leads to th e selection of the design illustrated in Fig. 7.8. This figure shows
th a t a considerable savings in storage space can be achieved by allowing three more
transition links and an increase in weight caused by more joints.
7.5.2 E x a m p le

2

An attem p t is made to find a deployable alternative for the truss-fram e of the
proposed U.S. Space Station, which consists of seven mast-segments (see Fig. 7.9).
Each segment consists of modules w ith eight nodes and eighteen links. Due to the
limited capacity of launch vehicles, both weight and storage space are considered
the main criteria in the design selection.
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Fig. 7,7 A truss module that is foldable onto a plane and which was
selected Example 1 of Section 7.5.1 (note: transition links
displayed as dashed lines).

\ \

W
W
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Fig. 7.8 A truss module that is foldable onto a line and which was
selected Example 1 of Section 7.5.1 (note: transition links
displayed as dashed lines).
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f tfL-7-9 A schematic of the proposed U.S. Space Station
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Since storage space is crucial, a designer selects to fold the mast-segments
onto a line. Using the sam e param eters as in Section 7.4.1 and employing Rules
7.1,7.2 and 7.6, leads to th e selection of designs shown in Fig. 7.10. These results
indicate th a t the truss modules of the U.S. Space Station can be folded into a very
compact package, w ithout using a large number of transition links and the associated
locking mechanisms. Furtherm ore, the usefulness of system atic procedures for the
conceptual design of deployable truss structures is hereby dem onstrated, since none
of the designs displayed in Fig. 7.10 have been reported in the literature.

The previous examples dem onstrate the feasibility of applying expert systems
as a tool in a design selection process. In particular, it has been shown to be possible
to select th e best available design for a particular application using the rules for
design selection th a t were form ulated in Section 7.4. Furtherm ore, application of
these rules in conjunction w ith the CLIPS-shell has led to the identification of
existing as well as novel designs for various applications.
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CHAPTER 8

C O N C L U S IO N

8.1 A c c o m p lish m e n ts

This research has addressed th e following three aspects of the conceptual design
of deployable truss structures:
1. Geometrical synthesis (generation of the topology of deployable truss struc
tures) .
2. Dimensional synthesis (generation of the deployed and folded configurations of
deployable truss modules).
3. Kinematic synthesis (generation of joint assignments for deployable truss struc
tures) .
As p a rt of the discussion, techniques and procedures have been introduced for the
autom atic generation of conceptual designs of deployable truss structures. In addi
tion, techniques and procedures have been presented for th e generation of detailed
conceptual designs of deployable truss modules, which form a subset of deployable
truss structures. Application of these techniques has resulted in th e generation of
innumerable conceptual designs.
The availability of a large num ber of design alternatives may overwhelm a
designer of deployable structures and therefore risk reducing his critical capacities
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through boredom.

Hence, a tool is needed th a t aids the designer in making a

selection of structures from among all available designs. To this effect, evaluation
criteria for deployable truss structures were developed and implemented in an expert
system. While applying this expert system to finding the best conceptual design
for various applications, many novel designs have been identified.
Summarizing, the contributions of this research in the area of deployable truss
structures are the following :

1

. This research has advanced the understanding of deployable truss structures
by means of a thorough discussion of all aspects of the conceptual design of
this type of structure.

2

. Systematic design procedures for deployable truss structures have been made
available to the designer of deployable truss structures.

3. A tool has been provided to the designer of deployable truss structures to aid
in the selection of the best available design for any given application.
4.

The availability of system atic design and evaluation procedures allows the
designer to focus only on practical solutions to the design problem.

5.

It has been shown th a t graph theory is a promising tool in the conceptual
design of deployable structures.

6

Novel conceptual designs of deployable truss structures have been identified.

8.2 D ire c tio n s fo r F u r th e r R e s e a rc h

The next logical step after the conceptual design is completed is the specifica
tion of joint orientations. However, due to infinite num ber of solutions to this design
problem, these orientations m ust be chosen such th a t the deployment dynamics of
a truss structure is optim al. This can only be done by selecting a particular deploy
ment sequence for each module and subsequently carrying out a dynamic analysis as
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an integral p art of an optim ization analysis. Hence, this research can only be con
ducted for a specific application and was therefore not p art of the research reported
here.
The present research has addressed the geometrical, dimensional and kinematic
aspects of the conceptual design of truss modules. Repeated application of the ex
p ert system developed for the evaluation of this type of structures has revealed that
the m ajority of designs selected by the expert system as the best available design
for a given design problem, involves designs w ith special dimensions and proper
ties of symmetry. T he special dimensions of a truss module (recognized using the
techniques described in C hapter 5) allow it to fold w ith fewer transition links than
truss modules th a t do not have such dimensions, whereas properties of symmetry
allow the truss m odule to fold w ith joints providing fewer degrees of freedom than
dictated by the degree of freedom equation (see C hapter 6 ). Prelim inary research
indicates th a t it is possible to identify whether a truss module exhibits properties of
symmetry. However, since there is no basis for the application of a general degree
of freedom equation th a t accounts for such properties, finding the appropriate joint
assignments proved to be an obstacle beyond the scope of this research.
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